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Letter to the member's of the CofE, Ask for political and legal cooperation against terrorism.



Good  day  for  members  of  the  organization  of  the
Council  of  Europe.  Hello  to  countries  Belgium,
Denmark,  France,  Ireland,  Italy,  Luxembourg,
Netherlands,  Norway,  Sweden,  United  Kingdom,
Greece,  Turkey,  Iceland,  Germany,  Austria,  Cyprus,
Switzerland, Malta, Portugal, Spain, Liechtenstein, San
Marino,  Finland,  Hungary,  Poland,  Bulgaria,  Estonia,
Lithuania,  Slovenia,  Czech,  Slovakia,  Romania,
Andorra,  Latvia,  Albania,  Moldova,  Macedonia,
Ukraine,  Russia,  Croatia,  Georgia,  Armenia,
Azerbaijan,  Bosnia and Herzegovina,  Serbia,  Monaco,
Montenegro

Hello, my name is Peter Gottwald,

I come from the Czech Republic, today I am European political prisoner.

My letter  is  for  the  member's  of  the  Council  of  Europe,  because  of  the  dedication  on present
situation and the threat of a new war or other world political conflict.

Today in European politics existential  serious issue in the direction of the political  activities of
European countries. It is a movement that promotes genocide in the present value of 215 million
secret  and  sistematicaly  dead  children.  At  the  same  time  blocking  relatedness  to  promoting
economic  and  political  or  development  cooperation  between  my  person  and  maybe  170
governments of countries in the world, perhaps with some among you in the CE. Today, therefore,
in  terms  of  lost  and destruction  of  value  in  the  direction  of  some trillions  and quadrillions  or
quadriliard euros for every country on the planet Earth. Lost value in the direction of development
in the Army values roughly ten trillion euros for every country on the planet Earth. Lost value in the
direction of the development of cities, companies, infrastructure, industry and agriculture, common
economic market and agreements in the values of several tens to hundreds of trillions of euros.

Some of  European policy and  government's,  they are  today is  one  of  the  full  value  of  global
terrorism which violates many international law, national agreements and other political, economic
rules, UN Security Council resolutions, WTO agreements, human rights declarations or many other
rules in the direction of national affairs for the possible 170 governments of countries around the
world . Today is officially one of the largest and terrorism acts against humanity in history.

At  the  same  time,  with  full  political  impudence  against  the  European  terrorist  government
centralizes the country together for public robbing the value of a foreign country, it's robbing the
help of an immoral way which does not belong to the values of world politics, today it is a form
pioneered by example on my person, you can set some, other persons. Robbed of human rights and



freedoms blocking and therefore also robbed of values in the order of EUR kvadriliard values of my
people, blocking options for using social communication, the right to work or education due to the
threat to create competition in the direction of science or politics and business at the same time
blocking opportunity to educate, therefore, that I could not know the exact path of civilization how
to use a society-natural opportunity for the defense of my people, human trafficking and slavery,
robbing the right of a full life and often higieny housebroken and needs, often and in many cases
robbing food or healthy living mode, to this day I remember the value of my being in the same
proportion of people in concentration camps in the regime of Adolf Hitler. Fascist regime, it is also
a mode where he and his fascist values can not be compared with the value of illegal political
activity of European terroristical countries, with confirmed of all these values of testimony. I'm not
allowed  and  because  of  the  situation  I  can  not  see  a  doctor  and  take  advantage  of  medical
assistance, tyranny and often threats, manipulation through hypnosis, robbed and tampering with
evidence, threats to the Company or society if legally work with my person before 5 years back
there was an martyred for  my mother  death in  the hospital  of the Czech Republic,  often goes
identify ridiculed and humiliated in front of political societies because European countries know the
true right and they know that I have the justice and international, national laws on my side, so I
have to be ridiculed and blocking without the possibility of a normal life. At the same time there are
a lot of other important values in the direction of my legally and significant offers for the whole
world, who are quotes from europe ridiculed and robbing or blocked, so there is often ridiculed
value of a foreign country and today there is a problem that is in a relationship which is based on
cooperation between members of the Council of Europe and organizational-political cooperation
between European governments of countries that support terrorism against the world. Because this
cooperation by promoting political  values of terrorist  states therefore that  they could abuses of
political power, while they can you abuse and rob, damage your political and national names or
your country's government and politics put into threats in the value created for world and global
political opposition your existence.

Therefore, I would be really grateful for the patience and dedication of sufficient time for this letter,
subsequent response to joint efforts to combat terrorism, this means ensuring every necessary legal
existence of each point by argument.

I  help  you,  members  of  the  Council  of  Europe  I  want  to  thank  you  for  your  good  time  and
willingness to pursue such matters which relate global affairs and world politics, simultaneously
confirmed by values in respect of matters in relation highest values of all humanity on planet Earth.

Therefore, I want you to ask for your understanding of this situation and free text data in this letter.
The  letter  which  focuses  on  efforts  to  develop  a  common  agreement  which  will  be  based  on
ensuring world security. The letter also describes Acts of terror values of European countries and
seeks to testify forms of evidence. It is also an attempt to eliminate a form of world terrorism,
currently  an  effort  by  my legal  right  and  justice  is  also  one  of  my  deals  for  your  countries'
governments.  As  for  my  efforts  together  to  create  a  new  global  center  of  world  politics  and
significant  cooperation.  The new political  values that are beneficial  for promoting the value of
world politics, for your country's government and pride with increase in the value of your nation. In
the final phase to try to agree on number of possible forms of cooperation resolve the situation for
my new nationality and economic cooperation for such services in the values of example trillion
euros, or option agreement to jointly market and development of new technologies and important
areas of civilization. My suggestions to be able to stop such a situation and to ensure the legality,
stability of world politics, security for a better future without threat to us and our values.

First, because it had recently been introduced in the Council of Europe, the Pope Francisco who



talked about such matters, so I want to also comment on these values.

I personally, certainly thank you for your support of Pope Francis. His speech is well focused and in
the current situation, it is necessary to respect persons with political status in the direction of the
Pope that stops human rights, peace, modern value of policies in many countries on this planet.

According to today's situation, his political speech is really necessary and important for a good
direction of future political relations, it is the speech of an independent person who is interested in
maintaining the stability of human values and world peace.

Mr.  Pope  Francisco  tends  to  agree  well.  Sometimes,  maybe  he  chickened  but  it  also  has  a
willingness to promote world to me. Due to the current situation, it is true that such a man is now
needed, according to the real situation is even more important than, for example OSCE man UNSC
or who can not do anything.

Today it is possible to say that it was one of the most important political speech to current levels of
European and international policy.

Pope Francis is the person that always has the opportunity to express impartially opinion on the
considerations of world politics and presents insight into the mentality of the real situation by a man
who is  dedicated  to  the  promotion  of  human  rights  and  world  peace,  justice  and  the  need  to
maintain a workable policy by policy, all the values of our time.

Therefore,  in my opinion, the Pope Francisco is  an important person in the direction of world
politics  and  its  value  should  preserve,  maintain  and  promote  the  possibility  of  further  joint
communication that leads to the expression of opinion free man which is based on the values of
which are fixedly and impartially situation in politics.

It is true today, in my opinion with the Pope Francis often coincide in several ways. It is necessary
for this matter to change the value of European politics and civilization. The reason in my opinion is
a threat that can not be avoided. It is a threat which means the full extinction of European politics
and civilization, therefore it is necessary to act immediately and ensure JUSTICE direction that can
save the value of your or my civilization.

Therefore, for us it's really necessary and very convenient, take advantage of every opportunity for
our mutual cooperation and establishment of good legal agreement. Agreements which are guided
mainly to remove all risks and threats of the future of a new war, genocide or disintegration of
world politics.

I am this person who has a right and a good option to support such an idea, because due to the
current situation, it is my plan. Plan which leads to create a new world center in the direction the
nation's, politics, economy and civilization. The values of the European future that are based on the
elevation of the land a few hundred Quadriliard Euro's as one of the step of several other valuable
phase, therefore I am blocked.

Regards  the  creation  of  the  strongest  and  most  significant  civilizations  in  human  history  and
therefore it is too global loose, not only my. It is a civilization that is in every way more significant
than any value in the European Union, the Council of Europe or the United Nations.

It is a civilization which we can build together if we jointly exercise the right and justice for our
policy and political values, especially if we're taking European terrorist regime.

New way of civilization, society, politics. New ways that are revolutionized the entire world. These
are  the  ways  that  changes  and  affects  human  history  in  the  direction  of  several  other  future
thousands of years.



Words of Pope Francis is for you, Council of Europe, very valuable. Some persons among member's
of the Council of Europe should reflect on the current existence and reality of European policy.
Political parties country that support the current value terrorist policies of some European countries.
European's options for the development of European civilization are weak and without importance,
strong slowing significant possibility, in the future, it is the only obstacle that must be removed and
reconstructed  from  the  full  basis.  European  current  effort  to  elevate  the  values  of  European
civilization are not a good value, it's a waste of time. At the same time, because of your situation, if
you increase the value of your country, then this is for you but again a strong JUSTICE loss. The
loss  which  is  based  on  your  efforts  to  support  terrorism abroad  and  to  block  other  countries'
governments  worldwide,  government's  who support  my Right  and common development,  legal
expanzion of common value's. Therefore, European Terrorism, it's the ,,world of terrorism group'',
terrorism that gives prohibits devote to political activities and gives rights to each foreign entity
therefore that he supported my policy proposals based on the creation of a new political sovereignty
by my constitution, the constitution of which is based on full political international, also some form
of  national  law  Your  country's  government,  the  law  which  was  so  out  of  European  terrorist
movements  such  as  version  supports  to  help  establish  a  system  of  policies,  by  creating  new
situations and relative rights  and values.  Therefore,  your efforts  to  grow up value of European
terroristical country will only increase the appetite of other countries around the world, so that they
have supported my proposal and legal right with full justice, too is it strong loose to you and Your
country of the Member's of The Council of Europe. Therefore support my new constitution, support
which is based on the full political rights and the world most, it is very better way to future of Your
Policy and political cooperation of Your government. Support which is based on justice which you
have presented to the world, because everyone has every right to protest against you and remove
your  political  rights  and  sovereignty,  sovereighnity  anyone  who  supports  terrorism against  my
person.

Therefore,  the  current  situation  government's  of  country  who  supported  terrorism  against  my
person,  they can quietly wait  here until  you until  they are extinguished in  the direction of  the
economy and politics, if you are member's of the CofEurope supported European terrorism against
the World political majority. This is now your best chance to win with commonly way of world
terrorist, delay and waste time, just so you won several other days of freedom for the world which is
in many ways more expensive than the value of your entire common civilization, nation, economy
and politics.

Therefore, my offer to our cooperation, the contents of this letter is kept to launch a joint agreement
and secure the safety in public relations. Cil is together, the value of the collateral security of your
country  and  the  government.  Support  from  strong  bankruptcy  and  decline.  Each  Government
Council of Europe has every right to know the whole data from this letter.

Governments  of  countries  that  with  the  confirmation,  European  countries  who  support  of  the
European  terrorism  against  the  whole  world,  economical  or  political,  threaten  terrorism,  that
governments  are  the  Czech  Republic,  Slovakia,  Austria,  Hungary,  Romania,  Bulgaria,  French,
Swiss, Italian, Portuguese republic, maybe Slovenia and Turkey. At the same time the kingdom of
Spain,  the  Netherlands,  Belgium,  the  Grand  Duchy of  Luxembourg.  Maybe  a  few other  other
countries.

Today, according to confirmation and real statistic's, that values of European political existence, it is
only a loss for humanity around the world, too is it strong to loss for Your government of country
and nation !



Today, European current political situation is by no means stable. It's  just a fake existence that
they're value is based on the oppression of justice, against threats to world peace and oppression of
the just. European political existence and sovereighnity on teritory is based on the situation by law,
law who is created with European terrorism act's, therefore is it law which may at any time used any
other  country's  government  from around the  world.  Whenever  you have  someone interested  in
overthrow of  your  regime,  anyone may then use my legal  supply and bring down your whole
regime and sovereignty, overthrow of the regime with the support of international law and world
political  majority.  This means that if  you have interest  in cooperating with European countries,
which means that you support the European terrorism. Therefore, the world can simply re-label you
as a terrorist regime a threat. You will then worldwide designation as a terrorist movement and
quickly perish. Subsequently, you can expect criminal judicial rulings in the world, if you hide from
the courts, you will be labeled as terrorists of the World, the most wanted person on the planet
Earth, if anyone of you will support whatever the value and strength of the European terrorism. The
same values,  the most wanted in the world,  designation of world terrorism,  such a designation
applies to everyone who belongs to european terrorism.

If You coopered with Europe, Your political crime has created a situation where any government of
the country in the entire world, any country's government has every right to take action for recovery
of your country, every lost values, mainly from European countries, too. Today is one of the loss
values in the direction of several tens of trillions and quadriliard euro's for every country on planet
Earth, for any one from the may be 150 goverment's in the world, from your country maybe too.
This means that if you will not leave voluntarily and if you not support better way to your country
and  policy,  than  you  will  be  responsible  for  you  economically  bankrupt,  the  threat  of  global
economic crisis, severe political crisis in your country for a long time will make your country based
on the harsh functionless civilization and a society that will survive in anarchy. Your civilization
and  losses  of  each  value  drops  to  values  arid  land.  Nation  stay Living in  anarchy,  crime  and
terrorism, a country without political sovereignty, at risk.

Therefore, I urge you to immediately aware about the present situation and the reality that it is
important for the whole world than any value of your policy and the country. Your efforts to oppose
against my person, it's just a waste of time and risk to your civilization and society.

At the same time, in the same direction, it means that you and your country's government loses all
rights to any co-operation on my projects and better value or future cooperation, it's the same one
the loss of rights in a direction which is based on the current situation and the legal enforcement of
lost profits.

If you're going to try to put the opposing against my person, for you will you brutally destroyed.
The whole world, each country's government on planet Earth, they have every right to judge the you
to  start  before  their  own national  courts  and  according  to  their  own national  rules,  while  the
possibilities of using international law and the promotion of same-global alliance of world politics
in those relations based on the same value in the form of efforts to destroy the European terrorismus
and regain their lost every value from they're. Your efforts on corruption in international politics and
abuse of political power, this is a certainty that the full value of non-manipulable confirmed the
need to  set  up judicial  proceedings  in  capacity on behalf  of 170 governments  of  the countries
individually,  subsequently sublime form a  judgment  behalf  of  the  International  Tribunal  issued
Sentence previously issued by the National Judicial verdict.

It is sure that if you're going to oppose against my people, soon awaits the worst and most powerful
court judgments from around the world, in the history of mankind, bassed on full justic. Stop for



any your strength and encouragement from the nation or abroad. Therefore, it is a good use of my
offer, add to my legal and good for you by the hand, no threat and disaster. It's an option that can
significantly  pozdvyhnout  value  of  your  land,  improve  it  and  promote  a  future  based  on  the
advantageous qualities.

It's the possibility of joint path to our advantage and pride. Worldwide cooperation which will be
known  as  the  historic  act  for  a  better  future  of  humanity.  International  judicial  decisions  for
perpetrating an act of political genocide, abuse of political power, abuse of economic cooperation
and  the  use  of  economics,  economic  fraud,  theft,  corruption,  violation  of  international  rules,
endangering world peace, blocking roads, blocking justice and political rights, ridicule, violation of
human  rights  and  Charter  of  Fundamental  Rights  of  Man,  forced  into  slavery,  rape,  human
trafficking, many other strong and evil! According to official statistics, you are today the biggest-
label as a cold-blooded mass murderers in history, mass murderers who secretly kill 215.000.000
childs with age 5 year's old, worse than value of fascism from Hitler.

European  real  value  today,  according  unalterably  situation  in  the  future,  it  is  just  terrorism,
organized crime groups, the ,,largest parasite on humanity in the World History''. According to the
actual Evidence Each day, without personal agendas harm too for your name because of personal
interests.

Because these words are confirmed by a real words that are based on real evidence and records, I
desire to ask you about your awareness of the value of my person and existence. The difference
between me and Europe. It is well that you understand the different values and quotes.

The values that I bring to humanity and the world. These are values that are based on my person and
political, human significance, while based on the freedom of my person legally. Therefore, I asks
for your full awareness of the situation.

My real and according to the law of justice, confirmed the value? In the direction of policy in the
world, economies worldwide, in the direction of Civilization in European country and abroad, too in
the direction of improvement values for humanity on planet Earth, European government's have no
any chance to compare against my person and try to oppose me ! They can only steal my values and
rights, so that they damaged my values and stole the rights of other countries' governments around
the world the possibility of utilizing cooperation or confirm backward lost profits. Therefore, it is
again well, take advantage of my offer for improving our alliance.

Today, my official value is much greater than the entire value of the planet Earth. My value is rapid
and multiple  significant  than  any value  in  the  whole  planet  Earth.  Than European terroristical
movement must understand well.

Several million year's of the existence of planet earth, this is my real value, perhaps much larger.
The value of many new and extremely important steps for mankind on planet Earth. The value is
that you can not compare any opposition against  my person. Therefore I  desire  also ask about
respecting the values and my personal relationship with the political value, simultaneously so I want
to ask for our cooperation for the promotion and creation of our common future.

I am today, about situation, Your political prisoner, political prisoner of member's in Council of
Europe because your relatedness to European terrorist policy incorporates Your political value into
one company, partly moderation.  Deliberations admittedly that your cooperation supports media
and promoting stronger values of European terrorist policy, so it's just a waste of time value. You
are here keeps me in metapforical prison, Europe uses your political values for robbing the whole
world. A person who is blocked and its rights are is illegally destroy. Slavery, human rights abuses,
ridicule my people and maintaining the values that are not appropriate,  ridicule and disrespect,



disrespect, dishonor my name! Strong insult to my honor, while it's strongly discouraged against
your future existence or existence with pride.

My value is far more important than the Council of Europe and existence of the Council of Europe.
My value is below what you can not even compare. Therefore, here you have new options for using
better options and menus.

European debt is very strong, more than thousand's time's of Hundred's Quadriliard's Euro, with all
confirmation's if You are need. Debt for me and for the whole world, debt to humanity is too ! I am
today,  according to  my plan could use my technology and plans,  and intelligent  sistemy right.
Projects and plans that can bring about a new civilization, a new world political direction, a new
value of humanity, new directions for several anticipated thousands of years. Today, I can officially
say that I am man who for the past 10 year ago, I could unite 95% of governments around the world
and create one of the country's government with shared Nations. Many time's for the New way for
the Majority of the Humanity. This is my real value.

I am now a man who has the opportunity, the man who had already extend the value of human
civilization and to the far corners of the solar Sistema Sun and colonize every planet in our solar
Sistema sun. Much more than what is  a new international center which is  extensive across the
Universe, the Solar system of the Sun, our Star of the Humanity. The International Centre, which is
based on international sovereignty governments around the world. Today, it lost  value, possibly
across several quadrillion euros. Civilization and after that we humans can simply move naturally
and with great speed.

It's the biggest step in the history of mankind. For me it's just a small step without any difficulties
and problems. Only the first phase of a small start. My Fair value is in the direction of the spread of
human civilization to the distant Universe a few thousand, million light years from of our planet
Earth.

It's true that I, my person had already possessing many, other planets on which I myself already had
to expand their civilization and humanity. Many planets belong who had my person, my politics, my
kingdom. It is my country which is of significant value to me, in reality it is again much more value
than that of the value of planet Earth.

My plans and development activities, cooperation in the worldwide economic or political projects
are widespread in many other other directions. These are directions which are in any case more
important than your values. These are the directions that are strongly significant than the value of
European land and policy functions. Today, it is part of the value that goes marked as the most
important step in the history of mankind since the birth of the planet earth, so as the value of my
real person, confirmed by the Law and Justice is the most relevant man since the formation of the
planet Earth, several million years back, it is my person. This is my value and benefits for all of
humanity on planet Earth, because me, it's worth to mankind, soon in all corners of the universe for
a distance of several million light years, much more!

European existence is against my person very weak. European right politicaly existence is today the
only leveled against the whole of humanity on planet Earth. European Terroristical policy and their
existence is now officially a parasitic. European today and too future value is dependent on the
existence of the debt who is RAPIDLY exceed the value of the whole planet Earth. European effort
to prolong their existence at large, it is only because that way to raised the hatred around the world,
hatred against you and Country, nations and civilizations, member's of the C. of Europe. Hate to be
recorded for future several thousands of years, now it is one of the major ones actions of future
mankind. Steps that have been the most crucial moment of mankind's future! At the same time your



steps against my person, these are the steps that identifies you only as parasites against humanity,
statistic withofficial value. Steps so that indicates your value and worth of every person interested
will help in any way. Today to European terrorism and corrupt, too to Council of Europe.

If  you  do  not  end up blocking  promote  illegal  if  you're  going  to  put  your  policy abuses  and
oppression  against  justice,  then  it  is  again  the  overwhelming  bad  value  which  will  be  led  to
formation of a new world war against your government and country.

Your nation still loses value, your civilization becomes a symbol of waste in the form of humanity
all  your  political  value  today by international  law realistical-label  as  terrorism who  should  be
immediately discarded. Today, according to certified values, if the worst necessity defense of world
peace or removing your people because of the threat of genocide or rebellion against the world
politics, then the whole world has every right to destroy your entire civilization and nation, full-
destruction. At the same time, to such relatedness, the value of your civilization and the nation has
no chance to be compared with the value of lost possibilities of a new civilization which I benefit to
the entire world. If your civilizations and nations will be annihilated, destructed, then it no loss. I
can within a few months develop and create a civilization much more important than your current
value. This is the value which can realistically about one miliard times more important than your
values, such as France when converted to 10 million people....If I after your legal destruction, I will
make only a small village, then it is absolutely no loss, in any way of your reality.

Because my offer for you is more important than destroy your civilization, so I'll present it. I can
give you a small chance, it's a chance that you can create the opposite of such a situation. Chances
which can launch our cooperation, cooperation for our future and in great direction together we
pozmeit values of humanity and prioritize them towards better. Therefore, it  is good to end the
current  situation  and  immediately  after  a  good  right  now,  because  I  will  want  to  seek  the
cooperation  of  the  Direction  of  terrorism Czech  and  Slovak  government  land.  Simultaneously
removes the sovereignty of these countries, followed by the recognition of my legal value of the
constitution under the name World Diamond of Europe, a kind of constitution that will be routed
depending accordance with the agreements for the Czech and Slovak Republic.

It is only the first phase of constitution international political cooperation with other legal entities
governments of countries in the world, the country that gave does not support terrorism against the
world and against me.

The Constitution under the name World Diamond of Europe, it is the political form of international
sovereignty of all governments around the world and the democratic legislative cooperation under
the rules of the constitution.New international Teritory who is more important than value of the
Organization United Nation.

Recognition of my constitution World Diamond of Eurpe, terrorist regime disposed of together the
governments of countries Czech Republic and Slovakia, as a first step it is common for a better and
peaceful closure of the current conflict and eliminating the threat of a new world war or expansion
of world political and peaceful crisis, World War which is a great value leveled against your country
and any political entity that is willing to provide Europe with any European Aliancy and support.
Therefore, here are just and legal steps that you can use to remove threats together future conflict.
Steps that are routed to punish the main culprits for the emergence of a situation and the threat to
your country. Conflicts and threats that are now in the values of a new world war and the collapse of
the rule of Sistema world politics. Conflicts and threats that are existentially today, they are also
conflicts and threats that grows daily and their power is growing rapidly. If these threats are not
removed by justice and the rules, then those threats will be so great power that your country will be
no value for humanity. Your country will be destroyed unnoticed, with the designation as a parasite



on humanity, have no value to anyone. Not required of such value to conserve, it is an insult to the
entire world! Today Officially, the value of your land, this is the biggest insult against the whole
world !!!

You must closely but be grateful that I give such an option, take advantage of my offer World
Diamond of Europe! Today it is your official for the greatest chance in the history of your country,
also a great and historic step for mankind.

Is it for you at the same temp of reality, which has the option to decide soon on future political
situation,  because humanity is  not  so strong and brutal  hate you in the values of several  other
hundreds  or  thousands  of  years.  Immediate  decision  against  European  terroristical  political
sovereighnity will bring a better view by the world audience.

The country's government Czech Republic and Slovakia, they are now officially a confirmation of
terrorism. You, the land of some European countries, you you are also complicit in terrorism full
value. At the same time, your best chance is to support my proposal. Today, you have sufficient
political value and power, and strength, so that you have power to identified these two countries'
governments as terrorism and we can helped overthrow such terrorist regime that is already just
kept  heading  against  humanity.  First  start  of  Czech  and  Slovakia  government's,  it  is  also  the
country's government, which officially regime is the chief designer of the whole situation and the
risk to your country, politics, civilization and nation, systematical threaten against existence of your
policy. The Czech and Slovak Republic, it is the main reason for the formation of this conflict and
the inevitable threat of extinction for your country at the world of hatred, brutality and ridicule
which is entered into the history of mankind for several thousand years.

It's good for you keenly realize my values, rights and deservedly brought, too my ofers. Faced with
my people which has much greater value than your politics and people. It's good for you, member's
of the Council of Europe, to realize my values and rights, justice according to which you must
arrange, because it is a major decision about World future.

My rights  are  real,  just  and  it  is  possible  to  enforce.  My right  for  founding  sovereignty,  not
overthrow and remove, this is inevitable. The main problem for you in the direction as soon as
possible and the need to quickly provide compensation for all damage and losses, losses that are
rapidly more  important  than  the  value  of  planet  Earth.  Many development  projects.  Nova and
modern cities or important strategic technologies for operation and improvement of civilization.
Special systems for transport therefore, may overtake the current values of humanity and create a
new way of civilization. Significant Trends in the industry and the new strategy for development.
Cooperation which often can change each value of your country.

Therefore, I expect you to concession and support. Support for values that are more important than
your values. Support for my goal to expand international sovereignty on the territory of the Czech
and  Slovak  as  the  first  phase  of  the  international  movement.  At  the  same time,  I  expect  you
immediate support for the initiation of cooperation with people of my country other governments
around the world. I go on cooperation pointing to the colonization of the solar Sistema and each
planet in Sistema, while developing an international civilization all governments around the world.
Subsequently, I do I recover my lost value, create the colonization of other planets for a distance of
several light years from planet Earth, to establish my sovereignty on other planets and create a
civilization are large under my constitution and politics. According to my fair values and justice.
With righteousness  and justice,  my right  who is  bassed on first  important  Man from time's  of
created planet Earth.

Therefore,  these  are  the  very  deserved  and  justice,  justice  person  I  am  and  my  right  not  to



overthrow. Therefore, I'm for the rights of my people give I stand and I will stand! No one can have
no right to oppose me.

In a straight line, toward persons governments of countries that are not the reference to European
terrorist policy under the form of direct cooperation on terrorism and mutual support in the direction
of terrorism, it is bringing you the best options and opportunities, the opportunity to support my
person and my strategy and plans. Today, it is convenient for you chances evaluate your cooperation
with the country that work together to terrorism against me, and therefore also, they were against
you, they work with you and that means that they so harms your value and stability policy.

It is very necessary that you realize and understand the possibility of future consequences that are
based on the current situation, a situation which is based on the existence of a European terrorism
against the world. Options consequences could be large, strong, overwhelming and brutal reversal
values  of  world  politics  and  stability,  extinction  of  many  civilizations  around  the  world  and
genocide in the values of several miliard people around the world. This can be our future if You are
not stop support European policy.

At the same time, first step's, I beg you, do not be silly. If you're going to work with my opposition
against my person, then it is realistically possible from any government countries around the world,
multitudes of countries subsequently have every right to created an international court, harness the
power of the world most and policies to create to match your criminal interrogations of persons find
out every piece of information about the cooperation and mark you as global terrorism, Then you
mark as the outstanding person and launching international financial amount to debt worth several
quadrillion or quadriliard's euro's, for example. Such a decision may then use anyone, anytime, for
example up to ten or a hundred years, the very first moment when his situation and political power
will  be  enough  value  that  he  proved  against  opposing  political  strength  of  your  governments
countrie's. You are can win against me, only if you are kill, can ¾ of the Humanity. Way against me,
this can only one from the first biggest parasites from time of created planet Earth.

Therefore, such support and cooperation at European terrorism means for you certainty of future
extinction of your civilization and politics. Strong and brutal bankruptcy. Stop your country for the
existence of a strong threat to the nation. You can not supply enough power and defense against the
world. The whole world can destroy you, destroy a hundred times more back-reaction and power,
for example, for each additional threat in the near future, or just a single bad word and the refusal to
respect the situation. Your country's government expires and your policy has a strong blocking from
around the world. Your civilization again extinguished. Your nation immediately grasps the reality
of the situation, and your value. Therefore, your nation will brutally hate you, hate that is strong and
for life. Hatred of the side of your nations of the country, and hate party nations from worldwide.
You will not be able to hide anywhere and ensure the safety of your person. Just confirmed by
noting that you supported the largest cold-blooded and mass murderer in the history of mankind,
people who have already killed over 215 million children, it is for you to guarantee the disastrous
consequences that make you brutally destroy what destroys you from all sides.

Your people will want to destroy the whole world moves against you.

This is the only result if you're going to work together against my person.

On the other hand, according to reality and confirmed values. If you're going to work with my



person, according justice and rules against terrorism, if you will support me, because we may well
cooperate and establish mutual agreements and development. I am valuable for you, for I am your
strong valuable than anything we can offer European-terrorism.

If  you will  promote cooperation with me, because I can provide you with example of political
cooperation, for your Country Strong valuable than any political cooperation with the European
Union and the Council of Europe or the United Nations. Political cooperation in which you will
soon understand that this is the most important from around the world in the direction of politics
and civilization, quotes from my person.

At the same time, in other directions of cooperation, I can ensure your safety and the army together
in the values of several trillion euros, modern technology and weapons, a strong army which could
equal a whole world. At the same time, alone, I can provide you with for example the development
of your economy, in the first phase with an increase of several hundred percent to the GDP of your
country.  This  is  one  of  my many,  other  offerings  which  are  more  valuable.  Even  so,  the  first
mention of this but it also this for your country largest and most important in the history of the
chances of your country, the most expensive value.

That is what I am now here for you, my ofer's.

At the same time, my offer for you can create new cities, stronger industry, agriculture stronger,
stronger development of infrastructure or a significant value for the development of your company
by economic picture. Also provide a good and important international markets and cooperation in
the banks, and the International Fund or the many other other directions. My ofer's is very valuable
than any cooperation with Council of Europe or Organization United Nation. My ofer, we can be
strongly better  than United Nation.  At the same time, I for these values, for your better future,
therefore I must live here for over 16 year, from the first moments of my childhood.

I am for you today, the most important and influential person in the history of
your country, so it is good to respect and appreciate it.

Therefore,  it  is  very convenient  for  you matters  to  realize  the value of  the  current  reality and
situation. Reality which means that your cooperation with European terrorism, it is for you only
strong threat. It is necessary to understand my opposition, they had just lie to your country and
politics.  They are trying to cheat using lies  and political  pressure,  because they,  these political
parties are responsible for some of the worst criminal acts in human history, the worst criminal acts
against all mankind! Therefore, they have a strong fear! Fear that force them to lie to you in any
way, any way. They have a strong fear of liability and punishment from around the world. It's so
strong it for fear of not no problem, create another threat against you and your country, the threat of
destruction of value in your country and damage to your policy, national security. They will be able
to easily destroy you, just so they could survive another while on liberty, to secure its power and
take up his defense against global justice, just as they have been doing today, according to official
confirmation.

For  example,  other  people  around  me,  because  they  are  real  examples,  part  of  the  direct
confirmation. The European political lie to the people around me and blocked the media. People
around me every day here walking and watching me. They can should know why, they can should



know every reason and the full reality of my situation. They are now so responsibly from many
criminal act and terrorism. Those people, citizens of several European countries must walk around
me, supporting the European terrorism against the world. This means that any person who is here
around me, that person may be punished in the world, such as life imprisonment and incarceration
in prison or the death penalty. These are people who at 85% there every day for death sentences.
Their  government  of  the  country they will  not  say anything,  nobody can  stop  them,  everyone
supports them because it is convenient for them. Those people must not therefore understand and
know the full value of such properties, so that European countries 'governments' ability to exploit
own nation and keep political value, survival in the price exterminated own part of the population.
Parasit's ! They can hinder me and abuse. No one shall communicate with me or helping me or
organization must not talk to me. This is the reality, because European terrorist governments of
countries abusing such a situation,  so that they could remain for a period of greater liberty for
business  Awarded for  example  the  death  penalty for  a  hundred citizens  today,  tomorrow,  after
tomorrow or every other day again.

European governments are abusing the country quietness in the media and so they really do great
harm to the value of global politics and security of our own nation.

Political parties representing the European terrorism, they will be lie every day, however. They will
lie again just to survive the next day and could relishing the significant value that they steal all of
humanity. They are abusing you, therefore they could to stay alive and without punishing them.
They can give no problems exist. They can put easily use their political power because you support
them. Therefore, their existence is founded on the same situation that soon, at any time in the future,
for example, one year, ten year, for a hundred years, whenever a situation which can change and
create a new world war, wars around the world against Europe, At the same time against you. The
threat of World War,  disregard for international rules and human life and the nation.  European
policy is only one direction, abusing their policy and seek to create as the illegal journey to their
freedom, despite the severe loss of humanity.

Today,  their  only  victory  in  the  fight  to  support  this  crime  and  eliminate  the  threat  for  court
judgment against such terrorism, they have one choice only for the victory, it is also already the
only option, therefore, how to change the course of this whole situation. These possibility of their
victory, it means at least kill a few miliard's people worldwide. Destroy the legal supremacy at 150
government land and enslave their peoples, nation's. This is the only option in Europe remained as
the  chances  of  survival  for  the  brick  several  political  parties.  They are  not  trying  to  stop and
promote post-conflict and situations. They go along and increase the threat against all mankind.
Therefore, your support for these people, it really is a big risk for the whole of humanity and the
value of who should be punished.

Therefore,  the  current  events  are  really  serious,  I  will  therefore  please  the  awareness  of  such
situations.Your situation is  based on lies  from European governments country.  Governments  of
countries who want to rob and exploit the you. Therefore, it is good that you understand that my
illegal opposition next to you, they can only just and cheating on you. They deceive your country in
any way,  because  their  liability  for  criminal  acts  is  strong.  They are  confirmed  by the  largest
criminal actuators in human history, global terrorists, their punishment will be strong and cruel!
Therefore, they are abusing any situation. They will therefore lie and with no regard for the future
of damage to your country. They are able to confirmation destroy your country, just because that
they could survive a long time. Their lies to people and organizations around me, this is the official
evidence.

A situation where they take you to abuse the situation when you listen to them, it is a situation



where you silly supports the creation of a new world war, disregard of international values and
rules, values the lives of other nations, the threat to the safety and often a silent genocide. If you are,
you silly encourage European terrorism,  and therefore does well  resolve the situation.  You just
support global threats and division of world politics or the financial crisis.

They  have  a  chance  of  survival.  The  possibility  is  really  bassed  only  for  future  murder  or
enslavement of several miliard people on planet Earth. It's not ridiculousness, it is the true reality,
only the future of Europe. If you, any of you, you will support European terrorism or European
governments supported by the European terrorism, so why then are you supported this murder and
genocide or various other political fraud and abuse of political power to create their dominance and
ability to rob other countries in the around the world. They value a genocide to win support only if
they are able to use such strength that they will allow it. Power to them because only you can give,
through your support. Therefore, it is necessary to understand that the decision against the European
terrorism is inevitable, a decision must encourage all of you, decisions must be severe and cruel,
publicly known in the world.

Why is it so out of existence by the reality created Europe, so I offer my major offer for you. These
are quotes that have the possibility to avert any threat, removing of European terrorism, to ensure
stability of politics and economy, encourage significant future world politics and humanity, much
more.

My offer, as I already presented, it could create a world political center when European terrorist
regime would be overthrown by pure justice. My quotes are more favorable than the values of
Europe, European values that are based on terrorism and future uncertainty, instability and fraud,
betrayals and bad consequences. Europe understand it, they therefore blocking us and our right.
They will  therefore  lie  and shut  the  door  for  joint  communication.  They will  not  allow us  to
communicate  and create  a  common plan,  communicate  in  the  media  or  communicate  political
groups. This is our severe strategical loss!

Therefore, the best option is to create a common communication. Mutually agree against future
threats.  Communication  and  joint  operation  to  ensure  the  future  and  stability.  It  is  good  to
communicate privately, without a European terrorism. Independently At the same time, it is well
encourage communication in the world media. Free and unlocked media are a good way to reduce
the value of the threat of collapse of world politics. In Europe, you'll  never want to cooperate,
because the European terrorism is already fully confirmed, the evidence that can not be disproved.

Therefore, we can agree to my offer, deals that will solve any future threat, deals that will improve
the value of world politics and international rules. Security that is bassed on a common justice, that
safety is  not  which is  based  on political  needs  only a  few vehicles  in  politics.  My suggestion
constitution,, World Diamond Europe '', it is the constitution which replaces the future of terrorism
in Europe. The Constitution has the option to make Europe the world's political center which is
based on equivalent throughout nations and politicians. Today, my suggestion WD is important for
many countries around the world. At the same time for the Council of Europe it is important offer in
the  direction  of  maintaining  their  own policies.  My suggestion  constitution  WD and its  world
political value, it is the future of world politics whenever possible, the best step that goes today to
create. These steps can immediately replace your cooperation with NATO, OSCE, European Union,
Council of Europe, together we will immediately important than the UN. We will be ensured and
freely,  according to functional justice for each value, without limitation policy decisions by our
exploits for its own internal strategy of the government of one country.

One international territory which connects all of the government on the planet Earth. Governments
of countries which also have sovereignty for the value of their national territory and the territory is



independent in relation to the entire league.

At the same time, each of us gain a strong value and a great big support for your country. The new
values that can ensure an immediate significant future for your country. Values that gives you a
perspective of the near future policies arising out of changes in the European regime, because those
are  the  values  that  will  provide  you  with  certainty  future  global  policy  cooperation  and
communication, support your country from world politics. The values on which is in the future
based your future and security. Therefore, it is a good solution, create a joint decision immediately.

It's true, if you will support my constitution, you will not lose anything. It's a simple solution. If you
will support my constitution, you supported your freedom and justice policy equivalent throughout
for your people and pride. Changes in the European terrorist regime, it's for Your political way and
depend's,  no any one  losses,  it  is  only powerful  benefits  for  you by means of  a  new political
territory,  global  political  communication,  significant  political  changes that are  beneficial  to you
every day,  without  stopping,  new trade and common strategys  of  the policy to  One Territorial
Sovereighnity.

Our cooperation for the development of WD, it is in the future one of the biggest step in the history
of mankind. Step which is an important and valuable. It steps by which our strong will lift up and
support our values, we therefore can utilize significant value than that offers us the Council  of
Europe or the United Nations. We are together in many ways more important and stronger, together
we will. It is our values.

Our international sovereignty, political cooperation in the form of equivalent legislation, and led the
territory  and  the  development  of  global  civilization.  Civilization  which  is  based  on  a  shared
sovereignty and communication for  our future condition of  the world's  most  powerful  political
groups from around the world. The largest political group in the world, which has the capability to
be  common  dependent  on  our  value,  without  limiting  and  endangering  from  other  opposing
subjects,  new  civilization  way  who  is  based  on  free  capacity,  we  will  be  independent  and
confidently on the main road to establishing a world super powers of our group. It's a group that
really has the full value because that has reached such values.

In the future, if my solution will not support you, then come in many, other people who support me.
It  is a solution that is the best option for all  of us, for everyone and without exception.  It is a
solution that support higher governments around the world, then everyone who opposed against my
person and my offer, they will be brought to the county policy values without membership in the
main direction of world politics. My oposition, in future, they are is only one from whole of the
world.  Therefore,  it  is  for  you  as  a  really  strong  advantageous  such  the  offer,  coopered  with
Humanity, to the better of the World, on Justifical and Right way.

Common cooperation, it  is the value of world politics who are already in the early stages start
creates a strong value that will be under by law of international or economic Sistema who is based
on all right's. It is common sistem who will raise the value of each country's government on the
planet, common share value of International teritory of Europe. It is economically sistem which can
make elevate the value of your economy on several quadrillion euro, for each country in world. This
is a significant sistem that we can create significant direction for the development of your country
and take advantage of other world values that are important for you.

We can benefit from cooperation on global values, we can benefit from cooperation on major steps
which are strong benefits for all mankind. We are the ones who have a chance to exploit significant
opportunities that can change the whole world and establish a new direction in world politics. We
are the ones who can launch many such eminent JUSTICE step and ensure our future, strength,



security, stability, reality based on a significant value.

We can agree on European territory according to international law and Justice. We are also possible
rights of our constitutional court and the global political democracy which is based on the decision
of  the court  or  the main section  of  the constitutional  government  of  your  country,  the Senate,
Parliament or the National Council and Monarchni decision, marking the European regime as global
terrorism, according to all the evidence and policy rules. ... therefore overthrow such a regime and
for justice and rights, together listen to the person who is the main value of the rights, my proposal
for the creation of unitary sovereignty governments of countries in the territory of the European
mode, which we legally overthrow. Our nation will worship and celebrate, it's great hope for the
nation and a strong chance!

Then, I can I can use my next project, my project from my chilhood, first basis of my project's and
Life way. It is a project which is called ,,One World''. It's a project that is the foundation for full
unification of all nations on the planet Earth, created one government that will be available as a
federation of countries' governments, one union or formation of one common teritory. Federation
who is in the first stages of a project. The second phase is fully united government of the country
and creating one global territories under the form of a closed and clean of border in federation in the
country which is jointly politicaly and in agreement's used Federation territory each country. It is a
federation which is similar politically system of European Union, while the Council of Europe in
one direction. Is it  politically sistem which is headed for a major future policy and confidently
overtake the European Union or the Council of Europe, because this system is based on the full
support of each country's government and every political position. Each person has a much greater
right  to  decide  on  our  common  existence  and  benefit  from  significant  opportunities  for
collaboration, to extend the common logistics for the development and work together to improve
our  common country.  It  is  a  politically  system which  is  in  many ways  more  valuable  for  our
politics,  economics, markets, security,  development countries and peoples, history and future or
common value's,  with right  of  with the law,  for each country's  government  to  keep the values
represented by its own territory and uses the value as the main representative. Subsequent stages,
fully united territory, which is a voluntary step, creation of a single teritoium Empire of Diamond,
Kingdom, Kingdom which is composed of several countries around the world. Countries who have
lived  through  significant  development  and  their  value  today  are  the  most  important  steps  for
mankind, since the origin of humanity and planet formation of the Earth. Therefore, It is a realm,
empire that was put together from diamonds. Each country in the form of diamond, every country
has its value which is self-sufficient and more important, more powerful than the Council of Europe
or the United Nations.

I  will  therefore  Please  understand  my  situation.  I'm  much,  significantly  more  powerful  and
important than humanity celel value of the entire existence of European countries. My contribution
to humanity can for example be greater than a miliard times greater than what is value than the
Earth. Therefore my credibility on the part of European society is created blockage that keeps me at
a crisis point value in life. I have no option other communications or development. If I were free,
everyone in the whole world immediately pozna of mine is significant, and it is advantageous to
give me good advice. It's convenient and has a good value. At the same time, which means that the
value  of  European  policy  immediately  falls.  Media  around  the  world  have  the  opportunity  to
communicate with me and solemnly me support. Soon, I can with the governments of countries in
the  European  terrorism  decide  according  to  my  decision  and  opinion,  the  whole  world  my
immediate support. Support from roughly 6 billion people around the world, immediate response,
which  goes  create  in  just  5  days  my  freedom  and  cooperation  with  civilization  and  society,
communication, media, liberty and security.



Therefore, I will make offers to use cooperation by eliminating terrorism in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. It is the terrorism which is the main reason for the start of every contemporary event and
threats, terroristical situation today. This is the reason for a future of doom and extinction of many
countries of the European policy, the threat of global crisis and a new world war. Czech and Slovak
Republics, these are countries that launched these major issues and conflicts. They have the choice
to take advantage of another opportunity, created better world and internationaly coopered, but they
refused  it.  They'd  rather  backed  by the  form of  parasite  against  all  mankind  on planet  Earth,
publicly in european reality show who is from Czech republic based on perversion and slavery,
many more ilegal way's of value ,,vomiting'' to today High pride of history these country's, and their
journey was only robbing each country's government worldwide. Psychologicaly is they not normal,
not from normal humanity. They are those who publicly support that such a situation was a national
reality show that is designed, therefore, to make you ridiculed. Reality show which is based on the
extremely  poor  to  criminal  acts.  It's  a  reality  show  that  must  be  destroyed  and  removed!
Governments of countries Czech Republic or Slovakia, they are really parasites against humanity,
those who this situation with the intention to create at the same time they are full value disclose
every evidence of global terrorism, terrorism have published in their national reality show, and then
let the whole world to make you ridiculed. Therefore, I have the opinion that my draft constitution
of ,,World Diamond of Europe'' may occur and in first pfasys have start in the territories of Czech
and Slovak Republic's. It's a common agreement to us Build an instant strength and cooperation.
The agreement for us Build an instant the possibility of joint sovereignty through collaboration
across 170 countries' governments worldwide.

If your side of politics there is confidence for my reindeer I will therefore Please understand my
situation. My credibility on the part of European society is created on blockage that keeps me at a
crisis point value in life. I have no option other communications or development. Therefore, I will
make offers to use cooperation by eliminating terrorism in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. It is
the terrorism which is the main reason for the start of every contemporary event and threats. This is
the reason for a future of doom and extinction of many countries of the European policy, the threat
of global crisis and a new world war. Czech and Slovak Republics, these are countries that launched
these major issues and conflicts. They have the choice to take advantage of another opportunity but
they refused. They'd rather backed by the form of parasite against all mankind on planet Earth, and
their journey was only robbing each country's government worldwide. They are those who publicly
support that such a situation was a national reality show that is designed, therefore, to make you
ridiculed. Reality show which is based on the extremely poor to criminal acts. It's a reality show
that must be destroyed and removed! Governments of countries Czech Republic or Slovakia, they
are really parasites against humanity, those who this situation with the intention to create at the
same time they are full value disclose every evidence of global terrorism, terrorism have published
in their national reality show, and then let the whole world to make you ridiculed. Therefore, I have
the opinion that my draft constitution,, World Diamond of Europe '' may occur in the territories of
Czech  and  Slovak  Republics.  It's  a  common  agreement  to  us  Build  an  instant  strength  and
cooperation.  The agreement  for us  Build an instant  the possibility of joint  sovereignty through
collaboration across 170 countries' governments worldwide. At the same time, it is a recognized
political sovereignty which can be immediately support the governments of the countries France,
Germany,  Austria,  the  Swiss,  Italy,  Spain,  Portugal,  Luxembourg,  Belgium,  the  Netherlands,
Hungary,  Romania,  Bulgaria  and  other  countries  that  cooperate  on  terrorism.  These  are  the
countries that will soon suffer the same fate. It is the international decisions which have already not
refute, remove or against the decision to start a fight. Those countries supporting such terrorismus
have no opportunity to choose, do not even have the strength to defend European terrorism, this is
not to defend.



Countries  which  today supports  the  European terrorism,  these  countries  are  due  to  Czech  and
Slovak  Republics  in  Endangered.  Threat  for  you  in  another  direction  sign  bankruptcy finance,
illegality your policy and political movements of your government land, removing your sovereignty,
extinction of civilizations and cultures and nations. It jsjou threats that are for your country may
equal extinction values in the Cold War or exterminated before a worldwide audience.

Such threats launched as the main person, the first instigators of such threats are the Czech and
Slovak Republic.

These are threats that really can be based on changes in the global perspective of our humanity in
the direction of European nations and their fair value leader existence through the whole world.
European nations are now promoting perverted reality show which is based on an attempt to rob the
world and every nation, murder, or 215 million children robbed of values in the prices trillion and
for many Quadriliard euro, from around the world!

The  worst  devastation  and historical  mistake  which  are  the  worst  steps  in  the  history of  your
country. Steps that had not eliminate, the steps for you go and can marry you. These are steps which
created by Slovak and Czech Republic ast first creator of situation, they are the ones who created
these threats and destroyed your future, and political stability today. Therefore, it is good for your
people, for your country, for your nation, for your civilization, is good for you my opinion of your
support international sovereignty which may begin in the Czech and Slovak Republics, country's
new government, a legal coup which is based on eliminating terrorism and in the future, this step
may immediately create a stronger value for promoting world peace. Step which begins freely and
without threat of large World War. It is a step which may be conducted for our future forms of
cooperation because you are the ones who have such a step to promote and ensure justice. That is
why it's so good, preferably a significant step for your country.

While this is a step that can instantly eliminate problems with terrorism in Iraq, Afghanistan or
Syria. While eliminating terrorism in Nigeria, in Myanmar or even in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, in many other countries such as Ukraine and the risk of Russian occupation of Ukraine for
the acquisition of additional territories.

At the same time, Czech and Slovak Republics, these are countries that launched parasitism on
humanity, parasitism which is promulgated really extreme values against all mankind. It parasitism
which is really a form of inhumanity, the inhumanity that would not none of you did not support.
It's  inhumanity which is punishable as a strong value-label acts  against  humanity and highlight
aggression.  Steps  that  are  committed  criminal  offenses  in  terms  of  imprisonment  of  several
hundreds of brutal punishment on electric chair  as people who are not among mankind, people
without human rights and freedom. Some of the worst  people in the history of mankind. They
created  a  powerful  criminal  acts  who are  now in  the  form of  criminal  co-operation  also  your
responsibility. Liability which is dependent on your person, because you collaborate in many ways
and supports  such terrorism, prevent,  investigation and supporting blocking. Therefore,  you are
worthy of punishment equal value. This means that if you have an interest about reducing your
sentence while enhancing the value of humanity, world peace, security, the future of world politics,
so you can recognize justice and value of international law and other rules, so you will support the
emergence of WD on the Czech and Slovak Republic. Therefore, you have the right in the future to
apply reduced judicial punishment under the value of the evidence against opposition terrorist unit
in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. It is a strategic step that can give help to your people and the
future perspective of international mostly on your country and the nation. Step who is JUSTICE,
who step for your political parties will ensure a better future and freedom, it's the same for people in
your nation, slightly consequence for criminal acts of Czech republic, that are not can be may be



full value on your person responsible because you are not the person who created these works, now
you a co-worker in the offense and its maintenance, other forms of cooperation.

Today it is already certainty, you do not have a choice, more option, only short time. The entire
world support my person against you. Will not support anyone, you're just stole a brazenly flouted.
You today by human laws valuable for penalties in the form of tyranny without human rights and
tortured for several long year, rape in prisons, ugly and inhuman damage to your person that is
based on the value of pride for the people on the planet earth and a better future. Removal of the
biggest parasite in human history, according to the official evidence and values. Therefore, it is a
certainty that I do I get JUSTICE sovereignty over the territory of your government. WD territory
will extend over your country and you do not schpni oppose. If you're going to protest my WD
Build menu, then it mean that your country will be at risk and uncertainty.

The  entire  world  sees  you  as  parasites,  you  and  your  European  nation,  your  civilization  is  a
civilization of which I can immediately replace Within a few months, in a stronger value. Therefore
Your protests against Me, that's just the way for your destruction and devastation. Your fraud that
you will be tested against me, for you it will just brutally punished again!

Tag you as parasites and try to create an international libel? No, it's not my effort. Ja ensnazim of
such consequence. I rely on naturalness of humanity, so be aware of your values, criminal deeds
that you have made throughout the world. Criminal acts which are based on strong values form of
crime and cruel intolerance against humanity. Here is one of the acts for which can naturally create
new than what is value history occurring throughout the world a brutalni to hate and seek to destroy
such evil, the world insults and brutal racism. The value you can be brutally destroyed.

Therefore, this is for you the greatest chances, encourage me, to prevent future conflicts and threats
World  War  which  brutally  ruining  the  whole  of  your  country,  country  of  European  ,,World
Terrorism'' Government's. You are is today worse than ISIS, officialy.

You can be thankful for that I am the person who replace you. I'm the man who officially and
confirmation can say that I am the most significant person in the history of mankind, since the
formation of the planet Earth. Is it true that you have no chance to compare with me. At the same
time, I am a person who can replace your Vlady country. It is a confirmed reality, such as future
governments of countries that are part of your country's government, a new person who can replace
your current position, they come with a clean look without relatedness to the crime. Therefore, they
will immediately understand that I am not for the best option, I am now the most relevant man in
your country. Therefore, they support me and you again more and more severely punished.

Again it is true, if you will try to block my decision, so you will cause worse consequences and
stronger punished for your person. This will be the punishment which will worsen your situation
and force the global political majority to ensure the safety of mankind against you. You will be
punished criminally value so high that you would rather die now. Your country may be at risk of
human history and you will be recognized as the biggest parasites since the formation of the planet
Earth. The history of mankind in the future value to a few thousand years, such history will be
established over the fact that they recognize your name and value of the country's government of
your country as the biggest and worst parasites since the creation of mankind! The biggest parasites
in human history, the biggest a loss for humanity, the worst betrayal of humanity and the worst
person that existed. History on for several thousand years.

Therefore, if you, government's of European Terrorism, you have like your European country and
your European nation, if you submit full of promises for the pride of your country, you must support
my decision and ensure full cooperation in every way. This is the only option, therefore, that your



country is a nation could in future history worth several thousand years, could have pride.

Is it true that you already have no possibility of choice. It's the only solution. If you do not support
me today, then you're sure doom for your country and the nation. Perishable that in the future we
can be stronger than that is a threat today. In the future there will be operational next your future
government  of  the  country's  government  which  replaced  your  political  position  today,  new
president, prime-minister or senator, many politic's or policy, other persons who will be interested to
cooperate on European terrorism and endanger their own safety, new purity person, legal value and
personal future, a world of peace and stability in world politics. Therefore, it is a certainty that they
will punish the you and sell vyour territory, to generate my project and support my, than I can freely
open WD, with time of brutall punishment's to you. Your successor might be people who will not be
based on terrorism, they will have no fear of punishment in the world, they will have no fear of
terrorism at the same time they already understood by the other option left,  not existential, and
therefore they support me. They, everyone is your successor, these are people who may not have the
fear of punishment in the world, they can therefore understand my offer, the bid which has political
value is the value that fits your country strongly significant than the value of your government
today. This means that every your independent future successors will have an interest in supporting
only the most important and better options, they are also the possibility of establishing longer be
avoided and stop them. Therefore, they will leave you immediately to arrest and punish. You will be
the biggest dissidents and traitors of your country, the nation at the same time traitors of humanity!
Therefore, you can now take advantage of my collaboration opportunities, promote the emergence
of WD in the territory of the Czech and Slovak Republics. Therefore, you can avoid the brutal
consequences, you receive the right to simply resolve the current situation. You, therefore, you have
the option to terminate the situation today, simplify the results in your future, mitigate sentences
against you, to keep national perspective on your person as a person that can stand with pride.

If  you do not,  errors today, then it  is your sole political  guidelines for the recognition of your
political values such as global terrorism and also the most wanted person in the world. Your area
will  be  known  as  a  terrorist  territory  and  full  of  waste,  contempt  of  humanity,  anarchy  and
violations of international rules. Much more, terrible Value !!!

If you do not support me, then you and your country and your government the country of France,
Germany,  Luxembourg,  Belgium,  the  Netherlands,  the  Swiss,  Italy,  Portugal,  Spain,  Austria,
Hungary,  Romania,  Bulgaria,  any  other  countries  that  cooperate  in  terrorism  for  you  me  no
problem. You are only a small handful from around the world, the whole world who supports only
me. The entire world who support my person, because I'm much bigger and stronger and with
justificial value! My values are the most important for humanity, the most important values since
the formation of the planet Earth! Therefore, it is the certainty that you perish immediately.

My values for the whole world are widespread. I can offer example, the values that are in many
ways more important than the UN Millennium Projects, my projects are important in many ways for
the world. At the same time, I am in many ways better and more strategic value than as its own
UNSC, the main one SECTION entire organization UN, an organization which is one of the highest
section throughout the world. The organization which is based on the unification of many other
organizations  around  the  world  organization  for  the  development  of  peoples  and  international
policies are organizations who can not be compared with the value in the mine from my person. My
quotes are greater and stronger against yout European Medial false who is created for steal of more
people and politic's, Nobel Peace Prize 2012 for murdor of 200.000.000 childs with age of 5 year's,
economical blaf and abuse trade information, false of European stability and corruption in world
organization's, corruption against many country's in the world and than created new way against



World security and safety,  or corruption and threaten against country's  who can against Europe
made execution or punishment......European secretly political manipulation and more.

My quotes are stronger in many ways stronger than UN organizations. My quotes are one of the
biggest step in the history of mankind, both for me it is a small, ordinary step of steps which is
primitive for me because I have a much greater and greater plan, future way for mankind.

If I were free, so long lost time on such a project might already cooperate with countries like Mali
Republic,  Niger,  Uganda,  other  countries  that  are  not  fully  developed,  my  plan's  to  create
sovereighnity around Western Sahara, liberal teritory or Oceanic teritory's, cosmic teritory's...today
too  for  Ucraina.  My plan  for  the  development  of  these  countries  can  create  a  strong  enough
civilization because such technology to meet the requirements. It is true that under the law, and the
political rules, these countries have much more value than that of the value of your country such as
France, Germany, Spain or Italy. Your debt for every country around the world is extremely! Your
debt is today teoreticaly and minimal for 170 government's in world. I officialy, today can made
economi  in  value  of  minimal  in  first  pfasis,  trilion's  Euro,  to  triliard's  and  more  pfasis  is
quadriliard's euro on capacity 10.000.000 people. Than you can calculed world population to today,
only on planet Earth with out my more plan's.

According to political values, comparison of my people with your values, you have to admit that
I'm  the  only  much  better  than  you.  I'm  more  important  than  your  whole  country  and  the
government. I am important and my seriousness concerns the whole world, because you are robbing
the whole world !!!! You are today the most essential reason for doom and current disaster, robbing
every country in the world about the value of several trillion euros from the example Quadriliard's
euro! This is a situation that you you must not allow !!!! Your current value every day is again much
worse than, say, Al Qaeda, Osama bin Laden and various other groups of terrorism, every day again
and repeats much worse than Al-Qaeda and their every terrorist attack !!!! Mean terroristical value
in loss of the values and systematicaly  too in values of the life's, to today is it 215.000.000 child's.
Therefore,  you  have  to  disappear  so  that  I  could  carry  out  my  projects  and  plans  for  the
development of humanity and common international values !! You understands it well ??! Here is
decided rapidly significant value than the value of the whole of Europe, more value than what is the
value of the whole planet Earth !!

Removal  of  crime  around  the  world  and  provide  security  against  terrorism  or  genocide.
Development of healthcare, ensuring sufficient medical support for everyone, plenty of Agriculture
and Food. Stronger revenues and eliminate poverty around the world. Established good schools
around the world, many of which are more step back like, and more important than the other steps
UN and their values, values which are just as UN Abuse media publicity that the consequences of
not functioning and no one does not.

My goals are important, for example, the emergence of many forms of international territories and
political direction which is headed for the unification of humanity on planet Earth and throughout
the  universe.  Development  of  joint  transport  of  the  future,  every  civilization  that  is  based  on
intelligence and common society, new way to Future Mankind and Values. Establishing new worlds
and  forms  of  existence  of  civilization.  Strong and significant  civilizations  which  are  based  on
intelligent values and significant motive of humanity with out problematical conflict's. Civilizations
that are created on new forms of industry and science. Civilizations which are based on a new
intelligence which is designed for future of the mankind. New civilizations that are part of the new
humanity, humanity which will have stronger values in several directions miliard's times, according
to official statistics based on mathematics and research's.

Today,  the  European  terrorism  which  is  based  on  the  national  reality  show  that  is  intended,



therefore, that member's of the Council of Europe public robbed and ridiculed publicly before the
whole world, ridiculed you and your country, each of you. Today there are offers in the values of at
least several trillion Euro for every country around the world. Trillion Euros are lost from your
country,  because European governments have decided to establish over a theft,  establish a new
National vomiting and reality show mocks us, ridicule us and rob.

New  and  modern  city,  modern  than  those  here  today.  New  industrial  methods  and  sistemy,
intelligent networks. New steps in evde and civilization. Use the special capabilities of our science
and technology, development of major civilizations and cooperation. The future of security in major
markets and strong economic network which is based on the quality and reliability of the economy.
It is equally important in many other direction, toward whose value is the total sum of at least
several  trillion  Eur.  If  member's  of  the  Council  of  Europe,  your  government  confirms  to  full
cooperation, then the values of several Quadriliard euros. That is why today the value of European
reality show based on a metaphorical equation is real value comparable to terrorism as if European
countries' governments will launch by nuclear destruction of your country at the same time they
destroy in your country 999% of the value of the entire country! Methaforical disription. Nuclear
destruction that its value is stronger than your country, the value trillion euros! Metaphor real value
in terms of destruction by nuclear that which is created just to European nations could use the
situation as a reality show. That's according to comparable statistics, the confirmation of the worst
events in your country's history. Realistically, the value of lost time, because of Europe had already
died minimal 215 million children!

Therefore, it is now really strong need. ! YOU must realize the fair value of the difference between
my person and European policy. At the same time my real value for you and for all of humanity, my
JUSTICE requirements and demands, must also understand the reality of European falsehood and
false-promoting media strategy, therefore, that European governments could manipulate the country
with your country's government, economics, law, nations and civilizations Sistema, according to
needs of European countries' governments.

My values  are  still  extensive  and  important  than  European  values!  Meetings,  because  of  my
situation and my abuse of my persons with blocking every day, this is the only bid which meetings
are full of valuable. Plenty of the value proposition we will introduce after securing of my health
and safety, awareness and cooperation with the company. You then discover that my offer again
quickly grow up their value for your country, aim for you and your needs, strong lifting up your
values for a future trip of your policy.

I intend to create such a new, modern territories in Oceania, the form in international territories.
New territory which is a form of the atoll on the entire planet, United atolls of the Pacific, Atlantic
and Indian Ocean. Transports that allows us to travel from Europe to the west America, despite
India for fifty minutes. Part of a united world and a major step into the future who is based on
democratical sovereighnity. Atol's can have population from 200.000.000 people, and more up.

On  another  direction,  I  intend  to  take  advantage  of  my  designs  technology  to  create  new
possibilities which is based on the ability to travel up to the next star, the rate of two light-years per
hour is the first step. The second step, the speed can be of some trillions of kilometers per second.
Ability to travel throughout the universe that humanity has never known!

My suggestion is  to create an international center of a civilization which is based on a similar
format as my WD constitution, it's the constitution of which I propose no more than five years ago
back, like the International Space territories, territories that European Terrorist government's and
European teritory's of country today they are in part-debt to the world !



New civilizations which are based on extensive leads and modernity. Civilization in alien form of
astrological positions and the use of special technology for the development of civilization. New
civilizations that are significant and strong, strong foundation on which value is again a billion
times stronger than the value of the whole planet Earth in bilion time's, common shared value,
value's who is steal and robbed from European Terroristical government's, for support European
reality-show. European Terrorist Government's, You've lost the values that are lost from around the
world, the value that you stole every government on the planet Earth. At the same time, I am a
person whom today Your government several countries officially owe many other planets with the
extensive civilization! Again civilizations that are much more valuable than the planet Earth!

Therefore, Europe have value of parasites for mankind, I am the most relevant person in history of
mankind, since the formation of the planet Earth, with official confirmation's. If you do not support
me, I will also not encourage my offer which I am now give you, this is for you the biggest and
most important step a chance in the history of your existence, than support to me, give me any one
in the world.

This is your big chance to be tapped, and encourage new steps for better and more important human
world, better than losse. New steps are available to you rapidly more important than the existence of
European political cooperation.

At the same time, my next plan, one of many plans is to create the most advanced international
cooperation with the governments of countries around the world. Japan Kingdom, the United States,
Canada, Australia, South Korea, Argentina, many other advanced of technological country. This is a
project  for  the  joint  production  and  development  of  spacecraft.  It  is  a  project  that  can  create
spaceships that are designed for traveling with a velocity of light years per hour speed intended for
travel between stars in the solar neighborhood. It is the technology which are able to produce their
own internal  resources  and also guided civilization tribute  example,  ten million people at  each
station. It's a real proposals that are based on facts. Space Cosmic ship's with large civilization, from
ten's milion's people to miliartd's people.

The value of either space ship of civilization may be in the direction of several triliard euros and
even greater value.

It is true that my plan for international cooperation may be based also on the development and
manufacture of artificial planets in free outer space and the establishment of a new civilization here.
Soon I'll be able to create Stellar sistemy with several planets to create a new civilization. This is
again another value of lost several quadriliard Euro, perhaps much larger.

My plan is also to create an international cooperation with each Monarch on planet Earth. This is a
project that is based on the first phase of collaboration across project,, One World ''. Regards the
creation of important civilization of our the country united and common policy to safeguard our
full-fledged strength and security, support for our countries. Therefore, each country's government
that it will cooperate monarch who supported the collaboration, he has the opportunity to provide
my support for the development of its territory, which is based on the supremacy of the constitution
and the rights of monarchist values for expanding territories through formation of an artificial globe
with a strong civilization. If the country's government will consistently and securely collaborate,
then  the  country's  government  has  rights  to  future  development  and  the  creation  of  other
achievements, Monarchni in a joint family can create such a federation of its own artificial solar
sistem with several planets, with the help of my people. In the future, if I will have good success in
research,  it  is then possible to create a form of family monarch will exploit the possibilities to
establish own galaxy.



I've got the plan created many of our own civilization in Cosmic of way many Light Year's from
planet Earth. The number of planets in the cosmos is very widespread. Colonize is much more than
a  thousand  alien  planets.  I  have  a  plan  for  the  establishment  of  many  new  and  significant
civilization.  Civilization  on  the  distance  of  several  million  light  years  from planet  Earth.  My
technologies that are real, real and physically able. Their function is existential.

All Monarch's family which adds to my side, I will ensure that I can soon other options such as
immortality or long life for several million years. It's unbelievable but it is mathematically true,
fully-fledged reality, it is a reality that can not be disproved. Prolongation of life of several million
years,  such option may take advantage of anyone from our country strong and healthy nation!
Number of our citizens will be across several billiard people! It's reality. Therefore, it is well to
remember that respect my person pays off for good. It's much better than to listen to people who try
to manipulate and robs you, or on the other hand, it is not good to listen to people who have been
manipulated by the European falsity therefore that European policy escaped the worst punishments
in the history of mankind, lying creation of fear!

If  I  were now free,  you can immediately understand what  my value.  I'm now really the  most
relevant person in history of mankind, since the formation of the planet Earth. Several miliard's
years? Therefore leaves every scam which Europe has created.  This movement not have value.
European policy is to today Mean problem of the world. It is better if any one from member's of the
C. of Europe not  coopered with they are.  It  is  for us,  for everyone much better  if  we use the
collaboration between the Joint offer in our party.

My quotes are really an extension for you. My quotes are also based on international cooperation
for  creating  a  security battalion  that  monitors  the  movement  through space.  A special  form of
mathematical code and Sistema that after Encryption can predict future events and movement, event
that is happening around us. My plan is also based on quantum mathematics and mathematical
reality around us at  the same time to expand the mathematical  reality and into other  forms of
mathematics which may be beyond our existence in relation reality of the planet earth and the
universe of the human world.

We, therefore, be able to observe any future movement and predict every threat of international
conflict or war, cold war, genocide, blocking and any other matter. The situation in which you will
always find instructions on how to along which we can avoid problems and ensure better security. It
is also well within the guidelines for cooperation against disasters, explosions, nuclear power plants,
large tsunamis, earthquakes and volcanoes, storms and other disasters. We will be able to predict
murders, natural death, theft and fraud, abuse of political power and lies. We will together be able to
predict many other events such as national firm bankruptcy, the bankruptcy of banks, new changes
in the market, the direction of future development of the market and society, the development of our
reality and every piece, competition in the economy.

It  is  mathematically program which I  wanted  to  establish as  a  small  child,  when I  understood
immediately that our world is based on many relatedness that can be mathematically compatible, it
can be used for prediction udalsoti. It is no longer possible 15 years. Europe is therefore partially
attackers every disaster that is your country underwent.

Today  there  are  many  other  countries  and  people  who  are  interested  in  using  these  special
mathematician and they create  special  computer  programs,  Japan kingdom and more country's.
Therefore, I can not today know the right's, if the value of the copyright and patent law, or is a value
based on the freedom to operate on old science. My effort is certainly based on the creation of
international cooperation and under the law.



It is a new value for us will bring new possibilities for political cooperation. Therefore, I intend to
create  another  international  communities  and  organizations  which  utilize.  For  example  Dual-
continental-community  and  for  example,  or  maybe  WOT,  organized  by  the  World  Trade.  I'm
sometimes Sure, I am in manipulation through hypnotism every day, therefore I have some time
blocking. Therefore I can not be accurately announcement, but in terms of lost value in the direction
many others trillion euros minimal.  Take advantage of my suggestions for the organization,  for
example, only to first base, it's a certainty as we together we can ensure the stability of our country
and independence. At the same time isolate countries that support European terrorism.

Our cooperation in the organization can bring us significant opportunities and values. For example
it is the possibility of cooperation in the economy, markets, safety or joint security policy and the
law.  You can come and direction for  conducting joint  projects  and research.  And subsequently
losing the opportunities for joint operations and the use of technology, my technology may in the
future create immortal life to 1,000,000 year, and for all of you with everlasting youth. Is this true
and physical confirmation of the fact that is based on the natural functions of the body, the method
of which will be a routine matter of each person. People will not die. It's a big and important step
for mankind, my suggestion since the time of childhood.

At the same time, I want to create and publish my project for our cooperation. Each government
cooperation between countries and worldwide. Similar projects such as the Universal Government,
shared sovereignty in the directions of the international territories in the cosmos. My plan is to
create a common form of sovereignty cultural values of mankind in Solar System of Sun. Therefore,
our cooperation for the creation of a special center across the entire solar sistem. It is a project
dedicated to research each body in the solar Sistema sun. Each subsequent removal under threat in
the form of a meteorite or other bodies Apolo, and the possibility of creating another month around
the planet Earth. Subsequent expansion of telecommunications, according to my plan is to transfer
data at a rate of one or few seconds from planet Earth and on Pluto or Neptune. May be can 10
minit on next star. Subsequent development of android civilization that will build a civilization to
mankind. High utilities and communications between civilizations across several planets. The entire
plan for colonization may take only a few short  years,  maybe only a month.  Our international
cooperation is valuable and powerful, one year is enough for us. We and our policy will be based
over the management of a common civilization in the whole solar Sistema sun, every planet and
also in free outer space where the emergence of a new civilization spacecraft,  ships civilization
which are intended for example, for tens of millions of inhabitants, the use of new and modern
technology today, many nations who can not even identify.

It is my old plan and project from my chilhood.

This is only a small part and the value of my plans and projects for our international cooperation, I
have many other valuable international projects. It is also the humanity the most significant steps in
human history.

Today it's  my  quote  for  you  again,  it  is  the  bid  which  is  rapidly  valuable  than  planet  Earth.
Therefore, it is really worth your support my person by the rules and justice. I will now offer a great
possibility, a significant step mankind, my well-deserved pride. Trillions of euros for your country,
it is only a small ordinariness and simple steps. Therefore, I deserve from you great support, support
for recharging of my rights under today's current situation and possibilities, without blocking which
you can promote illegal against me. My rights are just and truly deserved. I have a right to their
values and nobody is may not marry. Anybody who try to rob me of my values, I know him for it I'll
really brutally hotfoot to the electric chair, now is the certainty that the whole world to me in that
very much helps. Government's, nations, commercial companies and centers, many organizations



and movements around the world, many, other people who immediately realizes that I'm for the
whole world are extremely significant than the entire value of the Council of Europe as the United
Nations!

At the same time, I will so I can ask to ensure full justice. The return of my values and rights. My
values which are based on JUSTICE benefits for all humanity and for your country. Values which
are based on the history of contemporary humanity and its future. Therefore, I desire to seek the
cooperation for the return back my lost value, such as support for the creation of my sovereignty on
foreign planets and cosmic spaces, in my right and our joint plan by which I offer you. My values of
several planets, are values based on the minimum value than that which I now offer to you, each of
you. At the same time my values are deserved and JUSTICE. 

Our cooperation can be happy and prosperous. Cooperation which is based together to help and
maintain common values, the values on which the other keeps us sistem. Each government country
has  its  value  and  necessity  which  keeps,  we  work  together,  we  can  always  make  good.  Our
collaboration by my bids is great importance to us and your benefits a country, in any case.

Therefore, I want you to ask for support for his release my person to freedom, securing my freedom
and health. The possibility of providing Passport to travel and citizenship. How, then, I will strive to
created my sovereignty in Western Sahara,  so again, I will  expect your support which prevents
Morocco's occupation of the Sahara Territory and brutalize the nations of Western Sahara. My plan
for the Western Sahara is very important and powerful, larger support for nations and civilizations.

At the same time, I will promote my project to establish own civilization in ocean territory or in
other international centers with which based on free space.

Until I will be able to use their full rights, I can promote development in your country. My plans are
extensive and valuable. Minister of the country who will give me Asylum, I'll I can support GDP
growth of good value. I can use of my right in the direction of my responsibilities for education and
those lost values. It means of JUSTICE. I have every right therefore that I established commercial
and industrial companies to develop and handling, for example Electro technology, and engineering.
This means that I can implement several of my old plan and support your country in development. I
really can boost your confirmation economy, the value of one trillion euros, one-sixteenth of US
GDP in 2013. Then, in your country, I can create such a development in the direction of many kinds
of technology at the same time new architecture and commercial centers and the like. It's a fact,
good benefits for each of you, the only need is to give us asylum and citizenship under a special
agreement with depending on the situation. Freedom and Right.

European terrorist countries' governments know my values. They know my options. If I was I free,
if I could freely businesses and to develop markets, my value would be extremly quickly climbed
up. If I can normaly communiced, My value would immediately be so strong that every government
of the country in the entire world would be interested in communicating with me and European
policy would immediately be neglected. Therefore they do not let me use a normal or civilizational
values and social cooperation. Therefore, I am here blocked without law and without value, like a
slave for European vomiting National reality show that is intended therefore to brutally robbed the
ruin and your country.

That  is  why  I  have  often  been  hypnotized  and  the  disenfranchised,  oppressed.  I  can  make  a
communication that is based on audacity and European fraud against you.

European government's not today steal only me and my project's or plan's, or Your country's and in
Your government's. They terrroist steal too in your company's who have from my many right's.



My effort, for example, is also cooperate with many other companies and trading companies who
are mentally of research, standard of engineering, technology development and intelligence, biology
or other scientific and civilizational direction. It is a collaboration to develop the new common
civilization which is based on technological existence for research and development. This is one of
tech's biggest technology collaboration from around the world. Cooperation which is devoted to the
creation of technological territory on my sovereign soil under the constitution ED, at the same time
in  international  sovereign  mostly  by  WD  constitution.  Subsequently  the  development  of
technological territory under the ocean in the zone of free international movement.  In the final
phase It is a collaboration, to generate orbital nest around the planet Earth and consequently more
space ship and civilizing new planets that will be formed in the value of the entire galaxy.

Today,  for  example  here  is  again  one  of  the  lost  strong values,  Europe  would  be  slaughtered
immediately.  I  must  be  strong  blocking,  without  full  human  rights.  My  freedom  means  the
immediate extinction European sovereignty within a few weeks, be all right's and justice. Everyone
would support my person, each also around the world, each country's government. It's true that this
project between companies is not meant for influencing and manipulating foreign and European
policy and its values. Because of the situation which Europe has produced, it is a natural outgrowth
of  that  goes  defined by the just  Law and decisions,  decisions  that  is  based on the removal  of
barricades media. Media barricades which conclude European nations lies and falsity from reality, a
new form of communism according to the values before many years back.

It's also a project that we can bring many new possibilities for cooperation with the company for the
development of technology. Therefore, I can make important plans and projects for our common
development and cooperation, cooperation in our common markets and develop your civilization.
Cooperation based on good relationships and sureties.  Therefore,  we can utilize many common
options for our future, better value and more important tomorrow. New civilizations and sistemy.
New and powerful steps for all mankind, steps for us will be the most significant step since the
formation of the planet Earth. such a significant step on the our planet, plans still important people
never existed.

Therefore, I will also want to ask for your support for my plan under the project name,, One World''.
It  is  well  me your  support  and ensure our ability to instantly cooperation.  For example,  in the
Kingdom of Thailand occurred Likely to overthrow King Rama. Therefore, we can jointly promote
this result under the form of a joint requested clarification of the situation, I can that, of King Rama
collaborator to create a Union that is in the direction of international sovereign government under
the constitution but my rank in the major rules and constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand. That
means not two formed the government of the Kingdom of Thailand and the subsequent partition for
my  international  cooperation,  as  my  constitution  ED.  The  problem  is  that  the  current  Prime
Minister, Mr. Minister of the country Prayuth Chan-Oca is a respected nation and King Rama was
overthrown with national support. Therefore, in such a situation it is impossible to create such a
judgment or procedure, unless Dear King Rama will be interested in co-operation which is enough
to confirm, then there is an existential act according to law and justice.

Is it true that such cooperation would indeed I very much welcome and I'd be grateful. From our
side, toward your contacts with Europe, it is JUSTICE decisions and has also, good opportunities
for our future significant.

The same applies  opportunity to  support  my sovereignty in  Western Sahara.  Today is  a partial
sovereignty to the Kingdom of Morocco which won the right to partial sovereignty with the help of
occupation and oppression, violations of international law, with support from the US. Therefore, it
is possible to say that if it was my sovereignty without full confirmation World political majority, in



which case there is not a problem. In the general case, my interest is to create JUSTICE decisions
and ensure harmonious operation in accordance with Security Council resolutions, resolutions that
say something about the decisions for which I have a right to use it too I, a person legally reference
to the situation in  Western Sahara.  My suggestion is  good,  it  is  a  certainty that  the nations of
Western Sahara me support. It is for the peoples of the Sahara significant values of freedom and
decide to start their own decisions without oppression and robbing the human rights of the police
who suffer from Morocco. It is a value which can therefore be just and convenient. Nations of
Western Sahara and may use a civilization which is based on freedom, fertility, good pride, strength,
safety, law, plenty of food, medicine, education and good quality of life significantly.

Your support support for earlier cooperation possibilities.

At the same time, eat you can ask for support,, One World '' for example, in the territory of African
countries kteer in need of development. Countries such as Zambia, I can remove the threat of AIDS,
the threat from terrorism, the threat of famine and economic instability. Immediately remove every
threat from lack of medicine and quality of emergence. Soon will create many commercial networks
and centers. Centers which are based on entertainment and social communication. Industry heats up
immediately and will increase in value. Transports, city, early set of strong civilization which can be
compared with the value of France or Germany, more development country's.

The same applies also to other countries such as Sri Lanka, Ru Island in the Pacific Ocean or the
Pacific Ocean next island and maritime zones. Countries that are really in a third world country who
are  really  some  support  me  because  my  economic,  developmental,  political,  scientific,  or
civilization and social projects are projects which would often be too advantageous for you and
your country's politics. At the same time, my real promise of grow up economy of your country, the
value of the Euro at Ten Quadriliard on ten million inhabitants, I think that I can be well successful.

This is the case today in Libya. Countries where a coup government and there is national instability,
looting, not function of the government. I can provide immediate support from the national majority
Libya  and  settlement  of  any conflict.  My plan  for  the  development  of  the  army can  provide
immediately remove the threat of the emergence of further conflict. Therefore, it is sufficient only
needs, support from the government and Libya her consent or the consent of another sovereign
partition that is based on lawful sovereignty.

That is why I no longer have such great interest to collaborate with Israel. They function only for
genocide and their own religious nations in the entire world is publicly rejects and condemns. My
main plan is  to  eliminate  the  danger  of  Palestine  and convince the nations  for  cooperation  on
security. Thereafter comes the security against Israeli police and military. Subsequently, my political
effort to punish Israel for every illegal genocide and oppression. According to the official values
that  created  Israel,  I  can  tell  from nor  does  the  Prime  Minister  Netanyahu  as  a  person  from
humanity.  Bad  man  who  would  be  aware  of  its  existence  is  based  upon  escape  from  the
concentration camps, only because of people across the world have supported his nation that did not
die at the hands of tyranistu and mass murderers. Today is the day when he represents this nation at
the same time he is the same as Adolf Hitler, completely the same form in every direction policy.
Every moment of the occupation of a foreign territory, meddling in foreign affairs, abuses of rights,
violations of Resolution, the correct direction is to stop the political functions of Israel. It's just one
country, land that goes against the global values of peace and a common future. Parasit.

If such a step, your support for my person immediately means ensuring the efforts of international
cooperation,  the  development  of  international  armies,  the  elimination  of  terrorism  across  the
continent, from across Asia and especially from Iraq. Support for world peace and future prosperity
in the world, new steps that are worth more than the planet Earth.



One of the problems is the current situation and the dispute between the Russian Federation and
Ukraine, the threat of political theory false step which is conducted for union with Europe. It is a
step which will thus for the whole world and the threat of severe loss. Today it is a step which is
loss for me, while limiting options for views towards my freedom, especially when European policy
constantly blocking me and I must not communicate to the public, especially me because of the
situation of abuse with the help of hypnosis so I'm not allowed to communicate freely.

In my opinion, to support countries that are trying to create bankruptcy for the joint operation of
world politics, it is not a good solution. It's a good start cooperation with countries that are based on
the full legality and legal function in the direction of world politics, with righteousness and justice.
Together we can create a strong enough group that may oppose without fear of threats such as the
Russian Federation, USA and China with Europe, which I hope it is not a threat today.

At the same time, I want to point out that the invasion of the Ukraine and territories Krimea is based
on the desire to promote a crime against my person through prompted against me, try to promote
robbing me of my right JUSTICE, plans to create technologies and colonization of many other
planets in the universe. It is the right of ownership of special technologies for traveling through the
cosmos in the universe. It is a technology which can be similar island Krimea Ukraine. At the same
time, a day that took place in this event, according to a certain cipher combines such values with my
person. That means that this act is kept to symbolize running against me, robbed me of effort and
also through occupation and violations of political rights, creating a threat against humanity, today's
threat, based on the formation of a new world war that is based on nuclear weapons and threaten for
blockeing  of  the  International  politic's  and  future  is  it  way to  new  invazion  to  many foreign
territory's  in  the  world.  Therefore,  if  such a  situation  at  any point  text  in  existence,  then  it  is
necessary to jointly launch a strong cooperation and realize from our united is stronger than such a
threat. If you add to my side, you will support me, then there is the certainty of the result in one of
the biggest political and security forces that may exist. If one of us sometimes attack us then return
attack of strength which is at least a hundred times stronger. Just let us therefore in the beginning
only one mamla collaborative efforts among several members. I'm the person who wants to do
under  international  law,  justice,  JUSTICE operation  policy and security,  recognition  of  foreign
values. In every way, I'm much more important than the Russian Federation.

According to the current situation in Russian Federation will proceed action against me, then it's
real that the whole world has to select the correct option. Destroy the whole country the Russian
Federation,  if  need,  then  it  no problem for  us.  It  is  confirmed because  our  common values  is
important, Russian Federation, may steal a value, the value at which they during their existence
does  not  even have a  chance.  Therefore,  in  order  to  steal  me overthrew because  they can  not
understand that I am today is the most relevant person in history of mankind at the same time my
values are for the whole world more important than the entire value of the Russian Federation, in all
time of the wold history.  Destroy the Army infrastructur of the Russian Federation, in cases of
larger conflict, it's just the same way as to ensure safety while trying to defeat Adolf Hitler. Russian
Federation performs the same steps that have been around for decades prohibited internationally by
the policy. According to justice, then Russian Federation has no right to political existence. If such a
situation will continue, the destruction of the Russian Federation is a good step for benefiting the
whole of humanity. If you have an interest, a good solution is to look at my website under the
name,,  Internet  Link:  http://www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz/menu/world-security ''.  On
this site is how to stop global threats against danger. How to create world peace and stability, world
peace, without danger.

At the same time, the Russian Federation must stop supporting every twist in the Donbas. It is not



possible  that  the  Russian  Federation  has  had effects  on  foreign  soil.  Therefore,  my goal  is  to
establish cooperation with Ukraine, immediately after creation WD. My goal is to create a 100%
stability of the government of Ukraine and strong safety.

At the same time I apologize for the Russian Federation, my text is against the values of the Russian
Federation, it is also my text based on the actual reality and the need to ensure the safety worldwide.

At the same time, I want to realize my plan under the name One World. My choice for our political
unification is advantageous for us than supported the invasion of Ukraine and create an international
conflict. Our cooperation is important for us. At the same time, my offer for your country are in
today is the most significant has ever existed. These are quotes that are more important than the
value of the entire Russian Federation. These are quotes that are worth a million times stronger than
that of the value of the entire world. Is it true that if you, Russian Federation worked on my side,
then we can be strong and successful bankruptcy I can stop immediately. If you do not, you're just a
fool and you losin your values, because they can not understand the reality. The reality which is
based on international law in regard to my person and justice. Your cooperation with me today for
you, one of the biggest step in the history of the Russian Federation, they are also a significant step
worth stopping bankruptcy and extinction of your government. It is a step within the one month
they can from the Russian Federation to create the most powerful country of the world. It is well
Such a possibility in the future. One letter I sent you anymore in the past. If you will be interested,
the threat of bankruptcy or other problems, you can take my offer, I can fix everything back.

Russian Bankruptcy is a problem for me weak, as the first is my main option to create cooperation
with Ukraine, to ensure a ceasefire and the stability of the common communication, a tolerable
determined our policy in the direction of the Foreign Relations and subsequently create a strong
political cooperation that is free of threats and attempts to fraud or RISK. The entire world support
me and our common path extends to outpace most significant countries of the world, it is a rapidly
important values than those of the total value of Ukraine or merely Krymea and Dunbas. If the
Russian Federation could get the entire territory of Ukraine with the help of the invasion, the value
of Ukraine you do not find a sufficiently substantial value, but this is not value is therefore to be
able to compare with my value for your country.

At the same time, in the other direction, it is true that my development plans, my political plan, my
economic plan,  if  I  would be interested to launch an invasion to Ukraine from the position of
Representative of the Russian Federation, I would have immediately had success and world politics
would support me. Today, the Ukrainian government had ceased to exist. Territory of Ukraine, were
under my control, the nation would recognize me and my country's economy could be greater than
one  quadriliarda  GDP,  only  on  10.000.000  person's.  On  the  other  hand,  if  the  entire  world
commenced the opposition running against me, I then could easily begin to grow economies my
country,  today,  in  the  worst  case  could  have  my  Governmentaly  own  coin  value  of  greater
significance than the pound, euro, dollar, other currency. One of my coins can be compared with
several  hundred/Thousand's/more  Euro  if  I'll  be  interested.  Accordingly,  the  creation  of  my
economic projects, projects that are functional. In the direction of the army, no one could beat me.
Plenty of power and of great importance worldwide.

At the same time, I want to express that such interests do not, I do not own tastes broaden conflicts
and  threats.  My  goal  is  to  create  global  stability  and  unite  the  entire  world  through  a  joint
communication and mutual amicable agreement.

More recently, President Vladimir Putin talked about the impossibility pad Palace of the Russian
Federation, since Russian Federation has no Palace but actually just Kremlin. According to my
offer, palace would have grown really fast and our cities would be under the form of the most



luxurious and largest palace of the world. Regarding the political section, I think this is enough for
you  too  well,  take  advantage  of  my  proposal  for  cooperation  because  it  is  the  path  to  more
significant sprightly which is based on a larger logistics, political groups, global value and certainty
about the future. Today in many other directions is just a more important value than the value of the
policy of the Russian Federation today.

Anyway, my possibilities for cooperation against terrorism, European, such an option is provided in
each case. European destroy terrorism is my main goal, most major efforts of my existence.

If I was single, as the first might I request the cooperation of example, in Malaysia, to support the
emergence of my civilization on the uninhabited parts of Malaysia, Malaysia civilization under the
constitution from my side,  side of the based for me future way to coopered with Malaysia,  be
Malaysian  right's  and  habit's  of  Malaysia,  by  Malaysian  Federal  Constitution,  to  our  future
significant cooperation and development between countries in Malaysia Union and too bettwen my
foreign government's, of the form of foreign person to my government, if I am in political pozition
with  Malaysia  policy.  This  well  may  be  too  in  the  direction  of  the  Russian  Federation,  the
Federation of Brazilian or Mexican,  any Federation government  in the World.  There are  many
options,  so  I'm  blocked.  Common  teritory  who  can  be  based  on  common  sovereighnity  and
cooperation  or  only on personal  sovereighnity of  person with out  more  political  right  to  more
government's. It is certain that such cooperation can greatly grow up values of the country of time's
in Trilion's of Euro on GDP, normal stability, to Malaysia. I can give strong support in the direction
of the development of industry, cities, infrastructure and urban development, transport's, science,
agriculture or army, much more. Is it  possible that you increase GDP than I example about ten
trillion euros in each of these Federation countries.

Therefore,  I  will  I  ask, also members of the Council  of Europe,  for example,  cooperation with
communicating with Malaysia. My goal is to use space Malaysian Federation. The clearance which
is based on uninhabited islands or free territory in the seas, oceans. Free zone for the establishment
of an artificial island or a city below the water surface. Our collaboration between my person and
Malaysia as Malaysia between the government and entities Malaysiske Federation. For me it is a
good step in drawing the Free environment and security which is based on my own activities and
existence. At the same time, the possibility of launching full cooperation with the world. It is certain
that I can have a good heart in Malaysia and always good to help in the development, defense,
maintain  the  economy,  establishing  cooperation  between  other  entities.  For  example,  created  a
similar format territories such as Hong Kong.

It benefits to our two sides together.

At the same time, my options to further cooperation, for example in Western Sahara, in cooperation
with  Morocco.  I  have  some  suggestions  for  the  constitution  of  the  Western  Sahara,  the  draft
constitution in accordance with UN Security Council resolutions.

Today, my situation is that I can realize only at the last moment, to this day, it is my goal to create
an international union with the monarchy country, it means that the Kingdom of Morocco can start
cooperation with my country's government, gain significant values that are stronger than the value
of  the  whole  of  Africa  ,  Europe,  other  continents,  which  means  that  it's  a  new value  for  the
development of the kingdom of Morocco. At the same time, uses the same form of politics and the
value of its sovereignty as it is today. Then, if I do I get Western Sahara because Saharan nations
support me, according to UN resolutions, it will mean that the Kingdom of Morocco still has the
same chances for the use of the powers of sovereignty in the territory because our territories are in
the  Union.  Union which  also  recognizes  the  value  of  respecting  the  rights  of  sovereignty,  the
political entity that is based on the value of the territory. Our territories are in the Union, because



the Kingdom of Morocco may use Western Sahara under similar form of autonomy, it is the form of
the possibility of our cooperation in the Union. On the other hand, if  he wins the SADR, it is
advantageous  for  SADR initiate  cooperation  in  the  federation  ED,  it  means  getting  significant
opportunities and uphold the values of Western Sahara, outclass significant values worldwide. Then,
if the SADR Add to my side, which means that our territories are united and with no distribution.
It's an advantage for us, a big step. It's better step than our common quarrels and protersty against
each other.

At the same time, I want to apologize for the King of the Kingdom of Morocco for the instability by
creating European governments of countries that envy and seeks to destroy the values of others, to
promote global terrorism.

It is true that my plans for the development of my sovereignty, territory, and to create a new world
federation ED, my plans can be initiated for example in the marine territory which will be based on
the construction of several artificial islands and the development of a new civilization. Therefore,
my plea is for sure, everyone who support me and help me to follow the law and international rules,
I will then I will certainly be very grateful and thank you very much! It's just a small step, a step too
far for us each a very important and valuable.

The best option will arrive immediately at the time when I will be able to communicate with you.
The best option is when you will support my visit meeting of the Council of Europe. It's a good idea
to start a communication form a joint meeting to resolve these issues. it is a step for us may be
advantageous, more important than losing our values and pride.

At the end of my letter. I do want to thank everyone here for your time and patience. It's a long
letter, and it is necessary to concentrate. I thank each of you for your time and patience. I thank each
of you for your inflated to provide help and support me in the direction of the circuit and political
rights for freedom and human rights. I certainly thank you very much to everyone who support his
release my people to freedom and the launch of our international cooperation. It is the right of
anyone, every person on the planet, it is also the law and the rights created by man which along
with other creating a whole world.

Thank you and I wish you luck, a lot of good success and good hope for a better existence of
mankind. If we unite, we can together to create a really important value than the offer of my Euro
opozition to you and at the same time I can I get pride. The Council of Europe is a political group of
people who cooperate with the worst identities of mankind throughout history since the formation
of the planet Earth. Therefore, this is for you to start cooperation really matters to me, so get pride
for your policy and international relations. At the same time, so you can grow up value of your
country and the world, future humanity. Very better value than from Council of Europe.

Our cooperation will be more profitable than to be abusing the help Depending on the Council of
Europe  and  OSCE,  and  any other  organization.  I  have  for  you  the  important  value,  the  more
significant the future, clarity and certainty of political stability, broader political circles, stronger co-
operation which has more convenient target. Our cooperation which is based on the purity and
greater power. Independence, that's what I can give you.

Hence,  the  present  self,  you  are  required  confirmation  of  the  value  of  terrorism between  the
governments of countries that support today and abusing such a situation, so we can establish my
draft constitution,, Diamond World '' by full rights and justice. It is a proposal constitution who may
be  successful  for  us  and,  preferably,  better  than  any other  value  from European  governments
country.

It will also be an important step for us all. Necessary under international law and national laws of



your countries. European values are based on the sovereignty of terrorism, and each of these people
who so cooperates in any manner he must be really hard hearing and was bound to the detention
center, for example, for several months. Any person who cooperates prompt investigation should be
using all available means, any possibility. Anyone who is not willing to submit to questioning, he
must be labeled as a world terrorist, the person who will be the most wanted person in whole of the
world. Consequently, each one fully supported by the European terrorism, he must go on the death
penalty, further executions, only the withdrawal of life after a few years of his life in prison. It is
clean and justice decision that is based on reality. It is a reality that is confirmed by evidence and
each statistic.  European governments earth today metaphorically shelling 999% of your country
with the help of nuclear weapons against to destroy you and peoples to enjoy perverted reality show
which is based on such an event which is directed against you. After, they go with You, with a false
smile to you, they like to steal you, therefore today they are created your pride...pride what you
support too. An event which is directed against you, the countries of the Council of Europe at the
same time every other country around the world. Europe is now heavily dirting and destroying the
name of your country, nation and politics of destruction in real terms, which can be compared with
the help of the destruction of nuclear weapons. The destruction of much more value than those
values throughout your territory. This is now officially the only value that gives Europe gives any
other European offer does not have sufficient price.

Of course, I would, I will be very grateful if I could speak with you, the life of the Session of the
OSCE and the Council  of Europe,  some time after  hospitalization.  This  step can be who shall
immediately arrange full awareness of the real situation and the threat of a new world war and again
the biggest genocides in human history.

Therefore, it is really very good to realize our common options that you now can affect change.
Affect the whole future of humanity. Chances that for thousands of years will influence the history
of mankind. It is a decision in the direction of your support person and my JUSTICE rights, our
common and better option, or is it the second option, boost Europe and be put to rob them of many
important  possibilities.  It  also  decided  that  simultaneously  is  the  basis  of  future  performance
sociology nation and of all humanity, steps which changes the world. Steps which are based on
support for my person and purity. On the other hand, the steps of which are based in robbing others
of their rights and a furtherance of the worst act in the history of mankind. You are the ones who
now  have  the  opportunity  to  influence  these  possibilities  and  create  humanity  so  clean  and
JUSTICE values.

For example in situation of European government's who support terrorism, they can immediately
support of my constitution WD, which is based on the full right and justice. Support is free and
nobody, nothing but prohibitions or punish. It is a step that gives nothing can distract. It is a step
that  gives uniqueness will  raise  your  value and improve benefit.  It  JUSTICE step.  Uphold the
values of your country, politics and humanity, uplift the entire world. I will now give you the best
options that exist today, so it is good to use them.

There is also other options are active, Mss. Morgherini has the right to issue a passport for my
journey and that journey abroad in any country I will need, open blocked to my person. It's an
option that is based on the need to immediately solve this situation. Necessity which is important
and not to pause. Nobody in any circumstances produce a passport to travel, because this is a way
for my freedom and securing justice. It is evidence of European governments and European policy
is based an the corruption, crime, terrorism, future extinction and loss each value, political, legal
and human.

Therefore corporate communication is to our advantage and needed. Therefore, it is well, every one



of  you  who  support  our  communication  and  friendship  together,  agreement  and  public  media
promotion, a step for a better future and important values of humanity.

You can visit my site on the internet and learn much more information. Then, you realize that the
common communication is necessary for us under your international relations and internal affairs in
many other points other communication and collaboration.

 www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz

If I will be at liberty, unable to communicate, I'll be very like if you encounter or create a joint
session. We can communicate well and create a better value.

At the same time, if you have no interest, then it is possible and jedndouche, take advantage of the
second option which is too JUSTICE. The possibility that is just and convenient for all of us. The
agreement which is based on this possibility:

Next Page:



Determined my people, to build up international cooperation with the governments of the 
countries of the whole planet Earth 

Author:

Name: Peter Gottwald

Date of Birth: January 10, 1992

Citizenship: Czech Republic

Profession: European political prisoner

Basic text of the resolution from my people

If European countries' governments will refuse to release my person to a free and safe zone, while
ensuring legal political co-operation and safety conditions and commissioning of the court and trial
by a justice of the situation, if not met these requirements, then ja Mr. Gottwald Petr offer a new
cooperation  possibilities  for  Other  governments  in  country  throughout  the  world.  Cooperation
devised to provide legal international policy and function of international law. first,  it  is a joint
international agreement for refusing to work in partnership for the foundation of my proposal WD
constitution,  a  new  form of  government  of  the  country  in  the  European  region,  the  country's
government which is based on international sovereignty of all countries' governments, (Link to the
constitution).  Our  rejection  of  the  common  cause  is  useless  to  seek  to  strategically  worthless
options. Worthless option due to the significant objects which are based on the project according to
my design, creation of international sovereignty together the governments of countries in the form
of democracy, the country's new government, politically, the international body that is designed for
the colonization of the solar system and the subsequent extension of our human civilization to a
remote space at a distance, For example, several thousands or example, millions of light years from
planet Earth. it is a form of international cooperation which would bring us soon future to create
new common share is always value in the price of one million times greater value than Earth, much
more value than those of the European territory. because together we had no need to seek junk
territory in Europe, because Europe territory has value that can never and will not compare with the
value of lost our options, our present value, and even against common options for the future. at the
same  time,  our  goal  will  be  based  on  the  desire  to  ensure  justice  and  judicial  proceedings.
international cooperation which is based mainly on justice. We, therefore, each of us has the right to
initiate execution at European possessions and thus gain back any lost value which Europe has
destroyed at by blocking my people. One of the lost value of each country's government. For each
country's  government,  it  is  JUSTICE least  several  trillion  euros  up  to  a  value  of  several  tens
kvadriliard euro, according to verifiable values. Our international executory Services Credit values
with  a  common  goal  to  put  pressure  on  European  governments  countries  and  peoples  for  the
creation of their awareness of their fair value and rights. Our goal, because of the many important
values, therefore it is our goal to keep the European territory in this state and situation of dependent
on reality. According to the present value, my opinion is left such a state for thousands of years and
future history. so we together we can for Europe before the important lessons for education, and
develop the main and most important repair and support for the development of administrative and
purely European society and civilization. Since we can individually produce a million times more
important than the value of the value of planet Earth. In respect of European terrorism, the value of



such terrorism can be compared with an act which is based on the brutal destruction of the majority
of the value of your country. the situation is, for example 999% of the value of your home country
which was destroyed with the help of  nuclear  weapons and to  promote European national  and
political, vomiting reality show who os created against your values and existency. Therefore, we use
the common international cooperation, we isolate European terrorist group and leave it in isolation.
Our goal is to create a full-fledged global cooperation against political terrorism which is based on
the sovereignty of the European territory of several countries. last resort to European governments
country  who  collaborate  on  terrorism,  European  terrorist  cooperation  Against  Global  political
majority of global politics, the last option as European governments country can stop this threat
option is not existential. The agreement will acquire rights under the Declaration of assistance. as
soon as there will be a majority signature from the values of the world political value of government
land.

END

Agreement signed by author

Agreement signed by Government, Signer of Declaration.

Date:

Time:

Place:

Appendix to the text: Regarding the value of the Czech Republic, the country's 
government just copy my political plans, economic plans and other projects. One is to 
copy of my values and their effort to destroy my value. Political sistemy who are new in
the world, sistemy for economic development or direction in the industry and similar 
matters. For example, a game between the USA and the Czech Republic in relation 
Super computers. Maybe in terms of steps in which presumably USA supports terrorism
Czech Republic. It is true, if we do not establish our teritoium under a form of WD in 
the Czech Republic is not a bad idea to launch a joint operation for isolated countries 
such ground which is now officially historically one of the largest parasite on 
humanity.

Text is on next page:



At the same time, European governments, as I am offered additional opportunities to improve their 
situation by contemporary reality against such terrorism, there is a possibility such as to confirm my
WD constitution on the territory of these countries at the same time there immediately to ensure the 
safety and fairness. This is an opportunity for that person reduces vase court judgments and 
punishments in the world, in many other countries all over the planet. There is a possibility that 
your person may therefore be kept alive and without the death penalty, burned, electrocuted, hanged
on a rope, or tee off on a nuclear bomb in space outside the solar Sistema sun.

Therefore, you can take advantage of this questionnaire, to establish cooperation with courts abroad.

Text is on next page:



Request for confirmation of operation of the court and of punishment by justice

This is a decision of the European relatedness terrorism information can be found on page: 
www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz

If a person of European governments will support proposals constitution WD, so they refuse to 
operate a terrorist coercion against the decision and will therefore be defined direction without 
genocides or formation of a new world war, then the political parties, presidents, kings, the Prime 
Minister, Senator and political groups from other persons General Council which has legislative 
and constitutional power, these groups can use if they support WD, therefore they acquire weaker 
judgments of foreign courts and they get an opportunity to enter a partial improvement of the 
criminal judgment.

If these political parties will not support law and justice in the form of WD constitution, then they 
are criminally-label and they must be punished for trying to create a new world war, threat of 
genocide worth several billion people worldwide economic crisis, rovrat world politics, and delete 
functions rules world politics and security, much more.

Acknowledgement and from the Court.

Court of the Government:

Datum:

Time:

Place:



These are a few options for future resolution which are in any case just and at the same time it is a 
step towards another victory which in any case of a single JUSTICE. This is about justice that can 
support everyone.

Our future option that determines the future of humanity, according to your pride for righteousness, 
purity of your personality and governments or nations of the earth, according to the value of your 
qualities and values of political parties, according to a person of your policy and the foundation of 
your existence, the values of each of you, your inclined to a duty of fairness, pride for your value 
homeland, celebrating the land and history of your ancestors, contemporary identity for your 
country faiths and beliefs, the value of your policies and activities, efforts and significant zastavt 
better future of humanity or attempt to stop just spoils the values and the worst step in the history of
mankind.

Today, I will, therefore, thank you very much in your quest for a common future and ensure justice 
for our peoples and the value of humanity.

I thank each of you and I wish you good luck and outstanding achievements!

Internet links to much more information:

@petergottwald

www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz

Constitution of WD:

http://media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:541487ff0275b.pdf.upl/Constitution.of.The.World.Di
amond.pdf

One from more Confirmation of ilegal European Justice:

http://media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:54148d0719da7.pdf.upl/Confirm.of.comunication.to
.CCofEurope.pdf

My Letter for Government's of European Terrorism:

http://media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:5468ff203e223.pdf.upl/Letter%20to%20European
%20Policy%20of%20Terrorism.pdf

My Letter for member's of United Nation

http://media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:545a5757bbf93.pdf.upl/Common-letter-to-the-
representatives-of-the-countries-of-the-United-Nations.pdf

My Letter for the 10 Non-permanent member's of the UNSC:

http://media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:546a52ffc745f.pdf.upl/Letter%20and%20safety
%20requirement%20against%20terrorism.pdf

My Letter to Mr. Donald Tusk:

http://media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:546a3c8ea58e0.pdf.upl/Mr.DonaldTusk.pdf

http://www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz/
http://media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:546a3c8ea58e0.pdf.upl/Mr.DonaldTusk.pdf
http://media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:546a52ffc745f.pdf.upl/Letter%20and%20safety%20requirement%20against%20terrorism.pdf
http://media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:546a52ffc745f.pdf.upl/Letter%20and%20safety%20requirement%20against%20terrorism.pdf
http://media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:5468ff203e223.pdf.upl/Letter%20to%20European%20Policy%20of%20Terrorism.pdf
http://media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:5468ff203e223.pdf.upl/Letter%20to%20European%20Policy%20of%20Terrorism.pdf
http://media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:545a5757bbf93.pdf.upl/Common-letter-to-the-representatives-of-the-countries-of-the-United-Nations.pdf
http://media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:545a5757bbf93.pdf.upl/Common-letter-to-the-representatives-of-the-countries-of-the-United-Nations.pdf
http://media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:54148d0719da7.pdf.upl/Confirm.of.comunication.to.CCofEurope.pdf
http://media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:54148d0719da7.pdf.upl/Confirm.of.comunication.to.CCofEurope.pdf
http://media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:541487ff0275b.pdf.upl/Constitution.of.The.World.Diamond.pdf
http://media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:541487ff0275b.pdf.upl/Constitution.of.The.World.Diamond.pdf


My Letter for the General Assembly of the United nation:

http://media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:54147e05a822e.pdf.upl/Letter%20to%20the
%20UNGA.pdf

I Gottwald Petr very much for your time and effort. Thank you for your efforts and wish you
spoluprace perfectly suited days, a good future. Good luck, good wins and strong values.

Particularly, I will ask for shared victory, respect to our common future which is the main part of
the future history of the human community to a few thousand year, not just for a few tens of year

for the life of a group of mass murderers

Signature of Author

Mr.Gottwald Peter
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